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 1. The Upper River Plym (River Cad) between the Blackabrook and Cadover Bridge.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Local Salmon Action Plans provide a means by which the Environment Agency can 
implement the aims and objectives of the National Salmon Management Strategy, as 
introduced in February 1996. This approach to salmon management within the UK introduces 
the concept of river-specific ‘Conservation Limits’ as a method of assessing the status of the 
salmon stock. 
 
The River Plym Salmon Action Plan follows the format of those completed for the rivers 
Tamar, Lynher, Tavy, Camel and Fowey.  It is the sixth of seven action plans that will be 
produced for salmon rivers managed by Cornwall Area. The River Yealm Salmon Action 
Plan will be written during the Autumn of 2003. 
 
The River Plym Salmon Action Plan contains a description of the river catchment and 
highlights particular features that are relevant to the salmon population and the associated 
fishery. Notably, there are historic workings for china clay and a significant potable water 
supply at Burrator Reservoir. 
 
The main River Plym has been designated as River Ecosystem class 1 for its water quality 
objectives. This is the highest water quality target set for rivers. This standard has been met in 
all reaches of the main River Plym and River Meavy (the main tributary of the Plym).  
 
The overall status of the juvenile salmon stock on the River Plym was most recently assessed 
in 2002. The salmon fry densities recorded in 2002 were relatively low and there were no 
salmon fry recorded upstream of Gratton Bridge. Salmon parr densities within the lower 
reaches of the River Meavy were encouraging, but were low within the middle and upper 
reaches of the River Meavy in comparison with the historical data set.  
 
Abundance data on juvenile salmon suggest that the River Meavy provides vital spawning 
and rearing potential within the Plym catchment. It is unclear how much salmon spawning on 
the main stem of the River Plym (thought to be largely by the late run winter salmon) 
contributes to the overall production of juvenile salmon, as survey methods are limited in this 
area due to river width and flows. 
 
Trout fry and trout parr were found throughout the Plym catchment in good abundance, 
indicating a good quality environment.  
 
The salmon egg deposition Conservation Limit (CL) for the River Plym was calculated as 
208 eggs per 100 m
2
 of the available wetted area (detailed explanation of CLs in Appendix 
2). The upper River Plym area (main river upstream of Shaugh Bridge) has been excluded 
from this calculation as it is currently considered to be unusable to salmon, through low pH 
levels. There is no evidence that salmon ascend through Dewerstone Falls to the upper River 
Plym area although sea trout are known to spawn within this part of the catchment.  
 
Compliance with the CL, based on historic rod catch data indicated that there have been two 
failure episodes within the last ten years. The failure periods are 1997 - 1999 and 2000 - 
2002. The CL is based on the River Meavy and lower River Plym providing the usable 
habitat for juvenile salmon within the catchment. 
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Future actions aimed at reducing the specific limiting factors impacting upon the River Plym 
salmon population are presented within the Salmon Action Plan, together with an assessment 
of their likely cost and overall benefit. The aim of these actions is to enable the consistent 
achievement of the salmon egg deposition CL in future years. 
 
This plan is designed to encourage the active involvement of all interested parties so as to 
maximise the opportunities for the generation of new funding sources and facilitate a co-
ordinated approach to the resolution of issues. 
 
SUMMARY OF THE KEY ACTIONS REQUIRED ON THE 
RIVER PLYM TO PROTECT AND DEVELOP THE SALMON STOCK 
 
 
Issue 
 
Actions 
Impact of Burrator Reservoir Review recent fisheries survey data, flow data and water 
resource  management  and use to aid Catchment Abstraction 
Management Strategy and Fisheries water bank release timings 
Poor juvenile salmon abundance 
within Meavy catchment 
(upstream of Gratton Bridge) 
Assess effectiveness of Fisheries Water Bank releases in 
enabling full use of available spawning and rearing habitat 
Disturbance of salmon by public  
in Plym Bridge area 
Carry out disturbance survey and use signs to educate the public  
 
Provide more cover for fish using vegetation at three areas per 
year 
Absence of salmon from the 
Upper River Plym.  
Assessment of Dewerstone Falls as a barrier to salmon 
 
Further investigations into whether salmon can survive and 
spawn in the upper River Plym 
Bank Erosion at Cadover Bridge 
and Plym Bridge causing 
siltation of spawning beds 
Carry out vegetation enhancement to stabilise banks at three 
sites per year 
Impact of the China Clay 
Industry on the water quality 
Continue to work with companies to minimise impact of 
abstractions and discharges 
Exploitation of salmon in 
relation to run size 
Consider byelaw or voluntary measure to reduce rod 
exploitation 
Fishing for salmon amongst 
spawning sea trout 
Identify and protect spawning sanctuary areas on River Meavy/ 
upper River Plym and consider method restrictions 
Illegal Fishing (Estuarine and 
Freshwater) 
Maximise effectiveness of enforcement patrols 
Loss of smolts Assess all freshwater and estuarine abstractions to ensure 
adequate screening 
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PART 1. INTRODUCTION  
 
 
 In February 1996, the National Salmon Management Strategy was launched by the 
Environment Agency’s predecessor the National Rivers Authority (NRA, 1996).  
 
 The strategy concentrates on the following four main objectives for the management of 
fisheries in England and Wales.  These are primarily aimed at securing the wellbeing of 
the stock, but in doing so will improve catches and the associated economic returns to the 
fisheries. 
 
(i) Optimise the number of salmon returning to home water fisheries 
(ii) Maintain and improve fitness and diversity of salmon stocks 
(iii) Optimise the total economic value of surplus stocks 
(iv) Ensure beneficiaries meet necessary costs 
 
 These four objectives will be addressed through local Salmon Action Plans (SAP’s) 
which the Agency will produce for each of the principal salmon rivers by 2003. Each 
plan will review the status of the stock and fisheries on a particular river, identify the 
main issues limiting performance, and draw up a list of costed options to address these. 
 
 One concept introduced by SAP’s is the use of Conservation Limits (CL’s) as objective 
reference points against which to assess the status of salmon stocks in individual rivers. 
The setting of CL’s by the Agency follows recommendations by the International Council 
for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES, 1995) and the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation 
Organisation (NASCO, 1998) and draws on an extensive body of experience in the use of 
CL’s in salmon management in North America since 1977 and in England and Wales 
since 1996. Ministerial direction (1998), furthermore requires the Agency to set CL’s as 
defined by NASCO, to use them to assess stocks and to develop and as appropriate 
modify the methods in the light of new data or understanding.   
 
 In delivering each SAP, it is essential that the Agency seeks the support, including in 
some instances the financial support, of local fishery and other interests. This 
collaborative approach is vital to secure the best way forward for salmon rivers at a time 
when stocks are generally at an historic low, environmental pressures are as great as ever, 
and funding for salmon fisheries is diminishing. Hence, the document presented here is 
for consultation and will be circulated widely. 
 
 The final SAPs, which result from consultation, will publicly define the Agency’s 
intentions for salmon management. There is a commitment to review progress on an 
annual basis. In turn, the local plans will be summarised in regional and national plans to 
guide the Agency’s business activities in the wider context. Each SAP will feed into 
Local Contributions (the successors of Catchment Management Plans and Local 
Environment Agency Plans), which serve to integrate all environmental responsibilities 
within the Agency’s remit, including management of air, land and water to deliver 
priority environmental outcomes. 
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PART 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CATCHMENT 
 
 
 The River Plym catchment drains an area of approximately 151.5 km2 between southwest 
Dartmoor and Plymouth Sound. 
 
 The river supports a rod and line fishery for Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) and sea 
trout (Salmo trutta L.). The river also supports brown trout (Salmo trutta L.) and eel 
(Anguilla anguilla L.) populations. 
 
 The main river rises on the western side of Dartmoor at Plym Head at a height of 450 m 
Above Ordnance Datum (AOD). It flows in a southwesterly direction for approximately 
21.3 km before reaching the tidal limit at Longbridge. The Plym Estuary then enters 
Plymouth Sound before flowing into the English Channel.   
 
 The River Plym has many small tributaries which support migratory salmonid spawning 
and subsequent juvenile production. The principal tributary, however, is the River Meavy 
which is the most significant for salmon populations within the Plym catchment. The 
headwaters of the River Meavy (the Black Tor Brook, Newleycombe Lake and Narrator 
Brook) all rise at about 400 m AOD and supply water to Burrator Reservoir (Figure 1).  
Downstream of Burrator Reservoir, the River Meavy flows in a westerly direction then 
turns south after Yelverton where it joins the main River Plym approximately halfway 
along its course. There are also several tributaries that directly enter the Plym Estuary,  
the largest of these being the Tory Brook.  
 
 The geology of the catchment consists of a combination of igneous and sedimentary rock. 
The north-east of the catchment is made up of the granite formations of Dartmoor which 
intrudes into a large area of upper Devonian slate that underlies the lower half of the 
catchment. The River Plym has an average gradient of 21.1 m/km, which ensures well-
oxygenated water and diverse flow characteristics.  
 
 Water quality data obtained from monitoring points situated within the Plym catchment 
indicate that the river meets its River Quality Objectives (RQO’s) as defined by the River 
Ecosystem (RE) targets (Table 1). These targets are set by the Environment Agency to 
ensure that water quality is maintained to support a healthy migratory salmonid fishery. 
 
 The Plym catchment is designated at the highest river water quality grading of RE1. This 
standard is met in all reaches of the main River Plym. There are certain areas within the 
catchment (e.g. the upper River Plym and the River Meavy), where pH is outside the 
limits set by the RE classification system and standards in other legislation such as the EC 
Freshwater Fish Directive for salmonid fisheries (78/659/EEC). Sections of the River 
Meavy are also set aside for zinc. Owing to the nature of the local geology, this data has 
been subject to being “set aside” (see Glossary for explanation) by the Environment 
Agency when setting the RE objectives. This has been done in order to safeguard the 
other RE water quality parameters, such as Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), 
ammonia and dissolved oxygen all of which are vital in the protection of a healthy 
salmonid fishery. 
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Table 1 - RQO Summary – Review of Water Quality Compliance data for 2001 
River Stretch Name RQO 
(Long Term) 
Face Value 
RQO 
Failure 
R Plym 
(upper) 
Source - Below Blackabrook RE1 RE1 None 
R Plym 
(upper) 
Below Blackabrook - Cadover 
Bridge 
RE1 RE1 None 
R Plym 
(upper) 
Cadover Bridge - Shaugh 
Bridge 
RE1 RE1 None 
R Plym 
(lower) 
Shaugh Bridge - Normal Tide 
Limit 
RE1 RE1 None 
R Meavy Source -Weir above Burrator 
Reservoir 
RE1 RE1 None 
R Meavy Burrator Res – Below Burrator 
Res 
RE1 RE1 None 
R Meavy Below Burrator Res -Plym 
confluence 
RE1 RE1 None 
Tory 
Brook 
Tolchmoor Br - Portworthy Br RE1 RE1 None 
Tory 
Brook 
Portworthy Br - Normal Tidal 
Limit 
RE2 RE2 None 
 
 The River Plym rises on Dartmoor, and due to its steep gradient is liable to rapid spates (a 
sudden rise in flow after rainfall events). Moorland streams such as the River Plym are 
prone to rapid fluctuations in pH (between pH 4.2 and 8.1 above the Blackabrook), flow 
and temperature. Adult and juvenile salmon are more susceptible to such environmental 
changes than trout. This may be the reason for the absence of any records of adult or 
juvenile salmon on the upper reaches of the River Plym, above Dewerstone Falls. It 
should be noted that sea trout and brown trout successfully utilise much of the upper 
River Plym.  
 
 Land usage within the Plym catchment is both agricultural (including moorland), and 
industrial.  
 
 Agricultural land consisting of moorland and pasture land provides grazing, mainly for 
cattle, ponies and sheep, with a small proportion of arable farming. There has been 
concern expressed regarding overgrazing on the moorland areas and its potential impact 
on watercourses. Additionally localised areas of bank erosion caused by livestock are 
evident within the catchment. 
 
 There is also a substantial amount of land being utilised for China Clay extraction at Lee 
Moor (between the upper River Plym and the Tory brook headwaters – Figure 1) and this  
has been an important industry within the Plym catchment. This industry has historically 
affected the Tory Brook and the Plym catchment through the discharge of mica and other 
inert particles in suspension. Improvements have been made in recent years (see section 
6.4). The lowest reaches of the River Plym and its estuary pass through the urban and 
industrial outskirts of Plymouth.  
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 Much of the land that borders the river in the remainder of the catchment is woodland 
with broadleaf, coniferous and mixed plantations. There are areas where it could be 
considered that the watercourse is overshaded. 
 
 Due to the catchments close proximity to the large urban area of Plymouth and its 
attractiveness for recreation the catchment is widely used by walkers, cyclists, horse 
riders, climbers, canoeists and bird watchers. There are a number of locations where 
recreational activity is concentrated for example Cadover Bridge, Burrator Reservoir, 
Shaugh Bridge and the Plym Bridge area. 
 
 The River Plym has a high nature conservation value. Two areas, Shaugh Prior woods 
and Burrator quarries are designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) under 
the UK Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981, as amended 1985). The catchment contains 
two candidate Special Areas of Conservation (cSAC): Dartmoor cSAC which lists the 
Atlantic salmon as an interest feature and includes some of the headwaters of the upper 
River Plym and the Plymouth Sound and Estuaries cSAC. The Dartmoor cSAC has no 
direct implications for the Plym catchment as Atlantic salmon have not been recorded 
within the upper River Plym. Ten County Wildlife Sites are also present within the Plym 
catchment which are all woodland sites. The Dartmoor National Park area covers a large 
area of the catchment upstream of Shaugh Bridge, including all the upper River Plym and 
the River Meavy. The Dartmoor Environmentally Sensitive Area covers much of the 
catchment including the upper River Plym, River Meavy and the headwaters of the Tory 
Brook.  
 
 
 2. Burrator Reservoir.                                                                                     L Newport 
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 There are structures within the Plym catchment that restrict or have the potential to 
restrict the movements of salmon within the main river and tributaries. The dam at 
Burrator reservoir on the River Meavy is impassable to all salmonids (Figure 1). 
Dewerstone Falls consists of waterfalls, shutes and cascade areas over approx 1.5 km. 
Dewerstone Falls is now more accessible to sea trout following improvement work 
carried out on the largest waterfall in the late 1980’s. Although very low numbers of 
salmon fry and salmon parr have been recorded in the lowest reaches of the Dewerstone 
falls (recorded during an NRA survey in 1990), there is no evidence to suggest adult 
salmon can ascend these falls or have spawned within this part of the catchment. Cann 
weir, which includes a fish pass, and the Cann wood gauging station are both considered 
passable to salmon. 
 
 
 3. Short section of the Dewerstone Falls area.                                                      D French 
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Figure 1 - Map of River Plym catchment  
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 Burrator reservoir was commissioned in 1898 with a capacity of 668 million gallons (3.04 
million m³). In 1923 the dams were raised by ten feet, increasing the capacity to 1026 
million gallons (4.70 million m³). Burrator is the only water company reservoir in the 
Plym catchment and it has a net capacity of 4210 Ml. The reservoir supports a maximum 
abstraction of 90.9 Ml per day and 29,549 Ml per year.  The water abstracted from 
Burrator reservoir is transferred via a pipeline to Crownhill Water Treatment Works for 
supply to Plymouth and can also be used to support local demand via Dousland Water 
Treatment Works. The compensation flow was set at 400 gallons per minute, this is 
equivalent to 2.592 Ml per day.  
 
 Burrator Reservoir and the regulated flows from it have been recognised as having a 
significant affect on the River Meavy (see section 6.4). These impacts include:-  
 
 Disruption of the natural flow regime (reduction in spate flows and lower summer flows) 
 
 A reduction in the natural transport and supply of gravel below Burrator reservoir 
 
 Potential alteration to water chemistry below Burrator reservoir 
 
 A complete barrier to migratory salmonids at Burrator Dam 
 
 Loss of migratory salmonid spawning area through flooding of Burrator reservoir 
 
 Within the River Plym there are 34 licensed water abstractions. These are divided 
between 22 groundwater, 11 surface and 1 tidal water abstraction. The types of usage and 
the volumes licensed for abstraction (surface and groundwater combined) are summarised 
in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 - Licensed Abstractions within the River Plym Catchment 
 
Usage Number of Licences Total Licensed Volume 
(m
3
/year) 
Agriculture 9 19,722 
Industrial, Commercial 
and Public Services 
9 6,975,720 
Water Supply 
(Public and Private) 
16 41,055,203 
Total 34 48,050,645 
 
NB.  Many licences authorise abstraction for more than one purpose or usage 
 1 m3 is equivalent to 1000 litres 
 1 Megalitre (1 million litres or 0.220 million gallons) per day is equivalent to 0.012 cumecs 
 
 The River Plym is included in the Tamar Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy 
(CAMS) will commence in April 2004. The CAMS is designed to provide a consistent 
approach to water resource management, recognising both the needs of the abstractors 
and those of the environment. The process involves a high level of stakeholder 
participation. 
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 The Tamar CAMS will be divided into the Upper and Lower Tamar and will be ongoing 
for three years with the consultation document due for completion in April 2007. The 
strategy will outline the environmental requirements and the ‘water resource availability 
status’ of river catchments. It will indicate where there is a surplus of water for 
abstractors, where there is a good balance with the environment and where there are 
resource deficits. Following the consultation of the proposed management strategy, a 
response statement will be made and the final strategy will be published in the autumn of 
2007. The strategy will run for a period of 6 years before the catchments are reassessed 
and it is replaced with a new strategy in 2013. 
 
 Catchment information that affects the River Plym catchment is outlined in the Tamar 
Estuary and Tributaries Local Environment Agency Plan (Environment Agency, 1996). 
 
 
 4. View upstream at Shaugh Bridge looking towards the Upper River Plym. The River 
Meavy joins to the left of the photograph.                                                        D French 
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PART 3. DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY 
3.1 SUMMARY OF THE RIVER PLYM FISHERY 
 
 The River Plym supports a rod and line fishery for migratory salmonids. Many of the 
regulations that control the fisheries activities are laid down in the form of byelaws that 
apply specifically to the migratory salmonid fisheries. These byelaws are enforced by the 
Environment Agency within freshwater and the immediate environs of the Plym Estuary. 
 
 The Plym Estuary does not support a commercial net fishery and there are no known 
records of an historical licenced net fishery. However within the Plymouth Sound and 
estuaries area there are licenced net fisheries on the Tamar, Tavy and Lynher estuaries. 
Currently there are 24 net licences within these estuaries. It is recognised that the Tamar 
estuary complex represents a small local mixed-stock fishery both for salmon and sea 
trout stocks.  This view is supported by the independent assessment of these estuarine 
fisheries undertaken for the 1996 Net Limitation Order review (Solomon. D., 1996).  
3.1.1 The River Plym rod fishery 
 
 The rod fishery on the River Plym extends from Cadover Bridge within the upper River 
Plym to the tidal limit at Longbridge and up to Burrator Reservoir on the River Meavy. 
Burrator reservoir is run as a stillwater fishery and is stocked with both rainbow trout and 
brown trout. There is some concern that stocked fish may have escaped from Burrator. 
 
 A combination of angling clubs and private riparian owners own the fishing rights on the 
River Plym catchment. The principal angling clubs are Plymouth and District Freshwater 
Angling Association, Plymouth Command Angling Association, Siebe Angling Club and 
the Tavy, Walkham and Plym Fishing Club. 
 
 
Rod Fishery Regulations 
 
Historical Review 
 
 In 1972, the date for the salmon rod-fishing season was altered and the opening date for 
the season was changed from 15
th
 March to 1
st
 April with an extension on the closing date 
from 30
th
 November to 15
th
 December. These changes enabled the exploitation of the 
later winter run of large 1-Sea Winter salmon (1SW, referred to as grilse) and Multi-Sea-
Winter (MSW) salmon within the River Plym whilst aiding in protecting kelts in the 
spring.                     
 
 On 15th April 1999, national spring salmon byelaws came into force following NASCO 
advice on the need to increase protection for MSW salmon. Any angler catching a salmon 
before 16
th
 June must return it with minimal injury. Angling for salmon before 16
th
 June 
can only be undertaken with artificial fly or lure. The national byelaw is in force on the 
Plym as on all other salmon rivers in England and Wales, although the Plym is believed 
to have only a small run of spring MSW salmon. The majority of the MSW fish are late 
autumn / winter run and there is a need to consider increased conservation measures for 
this run component. 
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Current Status 
 
The existing rod fishing seasons for salmonids on the River Plym are as follows: 
 
 Salmon: 1st April to 15th December (catch and release and artificial fly and lure only from 
1
st
 April to 15
th
 June) 
 
 Sea trout:   3rd March to 30th September 
 
 Brown trout: 15th March to 30th September 
 
 Legislation covering rod and line fishing within the Plym catchment is encompassed by 
many different byelaws and Acts of Parliament. Advice on specific issues should be 
sought from the Environment Agency Cornwall Area Office at Sir John Moore House, 
Victoria Square, Bodmin (Telephone number: 01208 78301). 
 
 The Plymouth and District Freshwater Angling Association operate a voluntary restriction 
of a limit of one salmon per day and three salmon in a season and no more than three sea 
trout in a day. The Tavy, Walkham and Plym Fishing Club operate a voluntary restriction 
of one salmon per day.  
 
3.1.2 Additional Legislation of Relevance to the Salmonid Fishery. 
 
 The Atlantic salmon is listed as a protected species under Annex (II) of the European 
Community Habitats Directive. Annex (V) lists the Atlantic salmon as a species that is 
subjected to exploitation and which must be managed in such a way as to ensure a 
sustainable population is maintained. 
 
 The Environment Agency is the body responsible for enforcing Salmon and Freshwater 
fisheries legislation that protects migratory salmonids within the Plym estuary. In 
addition, both the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) and 
Devon Sea Fisheries Committee (DSFC) have legislation restricting netting activities for 
sea fish which benefit salmon and sea trout stocks. This is summarised below: 
 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs  
 
 DEFRA have responsibility for the conservation of fish stocks and management of marine 
fisheries in UK waters. 
 
 DEFRA have been responsible for the provision of two orders, which enable the 
designation of protected nursery areas for sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax, L.). This 
designation has in turn, assisted in the protection of migratory salmonids. The DEFRA 
orders cover the estuaries of the Lynher, Tamar, Tavy, Plym and Yealm. The areas 
covered by this legislation can be seen in Figure 2. 
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Devon Sea Fisheries Committee 
 
 Within the estuarine and coastal waters of England and Wales, Sea Fisheries Committees 
(SFC’s) regulate sea fisheries out to a limit of six miles. These bodies were established 
under the Sea Fisheries Regulation Act, 1966. DSFC regulates sea fisheries within the 
Plym estuary, as well as the coastal areas of the catchment. 
 
 DSFC byelaw 17 (fixed engine restrictions) and byelaw 19 (netting prohibition, 
introduced in 1990) restrict the use of nets in all tidal waters inside a line drawn from the 
western end of Mountbatten Pier 000
0
 (True) to Fishers Nose (see Figure 2). 
 
 Legislation covering estuarine netting and fishing within the Plym estuary and 
neighbouring waters is encompassed by many different byelaws and Acts of Parliament. 
Advice on specific issues should be sought from the Environment Agency Office at Sir 
John Moore House, Victoria Square, Bodmin, PL31 1EB (Tel: 01208 78301). 
 
 
Figure 2 - Map of the River Plym and areas delimited by Estuarine and Coastal 
Fisheries Byelaws 
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3.2 CATCHES AND CATCH EFFORT  
 
 For the purposes of the comparisons below, the catch of ‘spring salmon’ is defined as 
those fish caught pre-1
st
 June (these are MSW salmon that have spent at least 2 winters at 
sea). Fish caught after this date comprise later running, MSW salmon and grilse. 
 
 Historical salmon rod catch data have been derived from Cornwall Area records and catch 
statistics published by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Russell et al. 
1995, covering 1951 to 1990), National Rivers Authority (published 1992, 1993, 1994b, 
1995) and the Environment Agency (published 1997-2001). 
 
3.2.1 Salmon Rod Catches 
 
 Historic rod catch data for the River Plym, covering a period from 1959 to 2002, is 
presented in Figure 3. The graph presents annual declared rod catch data together with 
the five-year running average. The five-year running average has been incorporated in an 
attempt to even out the substantial yearly variation that is exhibited by the data. Such 
variation may be attributed to the number of fish available to be caught (e.g. influenced 
by freshwater production and the number of adults surviving to return to the River Plym) 
but also the proportion of the run captured (e.g. influenced by fishing effort and the effect 
of factors such as river flow on the ‘catchability’ of fish). It should be noted that declared 
rod catches are probably less than the true catch and that catches shown in Figure 3 have 
not been adjusted to account for any change in declaration rate over the years. 
 
Figure 3 - Declared rod catch of Salmon for the River Plym – 1959 to 2002 
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 Catches of salmon prior to 1972 were very low, including some zero catches. The salmon 
rod catch from the River Plym rose immediately following the extension of the salmon 
rod angling season in 1972. Catches rose from a decade mean of under 4 salmon per 
season to 53 salmon per season after the rod angling season was extended. The period 
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immediately after the rod season extension has provided the highest salmon catches since 
the season extension. Since 1978 salmon catches have fluctuated around a 5-year average 
of 25 fish, with lower catches from 1985 to 1992 and 1999 to 2002. The decade mean for 
the 1990’s is 22.8 salmon. The 2002 rod catch is 83% of the 10 year average catch for the 
1990’s. 
 
 The known drought years appear to have had no significant detrimental impact on the 
overall salmon rod catches. The highest catch of all (157 salmon) was recorded in 1976, 
following a severe summer drought. Similarly dry years in 1984 and 1995 had catches 
above the recent 5-year average, with only the summer drought year of 1989 resulting in a 
catch lower than the 5-year average.  
 
 Summer droughts have probably had little effect on angling success because almost the 
entire salmon rod catch on the River Plym is taken in November and December. In 
contrast to the rivers Camel, Fowey and Yealm, which also have late winter runs of 
salmon, the River Plym appears to have no significant spring or summer salmon run, with 
over 90% of fish taken in November and December (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 - River Plym monthly total rod catch of Salmon - 1964 to 2002 
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 The contribution made by pre- and post-1st June salmon stock components, as recorded 
since 1964 (Figure 5), reveals a very small spring salmon component within the River 
Plym (although possibly some or all of these fish were in fact late winter run kelts). The 
numbers of fish caught in spring have always been exceptionally low, with a total of 3 
fish being the highest recorded catch, during 1970, 1976, 1978 and 2001.  
 
 The River Plym is renowned for its late run of winter salmon. This is apparent from the 
percentage of fish caught in November and December (Figure 4 and Figure 6). On 
average 35% of the annual rod catch is taken during November and 55% from the 1
st
 to 
15
th
 December. It appears that 2001 was an unusual year in that some summer grilse were 
caught (8 fish declared) but very low numbers of winter-run salmon were caught (2 fish 
declared).  
 
Figure 5 - Relative proportions of pre- and post- 1
st
 June Salmon within the total 
declared rod catch - 1964 to 2002 
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 The potential impact of significant exploitation of late running salmon needs to be 
weighed up against the increasingly high percentage of salmon that are returned following 
capture by conservation minded anglers. This number has increased from 14.3% in 1993 
to 52.6% in 2002. Over the last five consecutive years the numbers of returned salmon 
have exceeded 50% with a peak return of 77% in 2001. The majority of these fish would 
be fresh late-run winter salmon.  
 
Figure 6 - November and December declared rod catches of Salmon as a percentage of 
the total post- 1
st
 June rod catch - 1972 to 2002 
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 Within the period of 1968 to 1979, there was a significant mortality observed in salmon 
stocks following an outbreak of Ulcerative Dermal Necrosis (UDN). This disease is 
reported to have had a particular impact on the spring stock component and on spawning 
fish during the winter months, owing to the relationship that exists between low water 
temperatures and the virulence of the disease. This disease was first noticed within the 
River Camel in 1968. Table 3, below illustrates the number of mortalities observed in the 
River Plym between 1970 and 1973. These fish would have been noted as salmon deaths 
during the winter spawning period. 
 
Table 3 - Number of River Plym salmonid deaths reported due to UDN 
 
Year Salmon Sea Trout 
1970 – 1971 60 3 
1971 – 1972 42 4 
1972 – 1973 84 - 
 
 Diseased fish continued to be reported from catchments across Devon and Cornwall up to 
at least 1980, but numbers and locations were not recorded.  
 
 Rod fishing effort, measured in terms of number of anglers and days spent fishing, has 
been recorded since 1993. Recorded angling effort was highest in 1997 (an average of 21 
days fished/angler) and, although variable, has been declining since then to 13 days per 
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angler in 2002. The number of days fished has also been gradually declining since 
peaking in 1996 and 1997 (1000 days) to 2002 (602 total days). Catch Per Licence Day 
(CPLD) data peaked at 0.051 salmon per day in 1994 and fell steadily up to 1999 (CPLD 
of 0.019 salmon per day) with a limited subsequent increase. The CPLD in 2002 (0.025 
salmon per day) was marginally below the previous 5-year mean of 0.026 (Figure 7). 
 
 
Figure 7 – Catch per Licence Day for rod caught Salmon on the River Plym 
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 The number of declared days fished on the River Plym in 2002 (602 total days fished) 
was approximately 7% lower than the previous 5-year mean of 649. The number of days 
fished in 2001, was particularly low (393) and this was probably as a result of the ‘Foot 
and Mouth’ epidemic and associated restrictions on access to the river. 
 
 
 
Table 4 - Declared Salmon rod catch summary 
 
Pre - 1
st 
June Catch Post - 1
st 
June Catch Annual Catch 
(Declared) 
Catch per licence 
day (CPLD) 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
1 0.4 18 24 19 24.2 0.025 0.026 
 
 The effect and influence of various high seas fisheries, in particular the Irish net fishery, 
on late run South West salmon stocks (from the river’s Plym, Yealm, Camel and Fowey) 
is unknown. These fisheries are outside the Agency’s jurisdiction.  
 
3.2.2 Sea Trout Rod Catches 
 
 Figure 8 indicates that, between 1959 and 2002, the River Plym sea trout rod catch has 
varied considerably. The lowest declared catch was recorded in 1971 (79 fish) and the 
highest rod catch was recorded in 1981 (838 fish). The 10-year average rod catch was at 
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its lowest in the 1970s (average of 228 fish) and at its highest in the 1980s (407 fish). 
Catches declined in the late 1980s, improved in the early 1990s, but have fallen off since.  
 
 Details of the interspecific competition that exists between salmon and sea trout and its 
potential impact upon spawning success and juvenile survival is currently unknown. 
 
Figure 8 - Declared rod catch of Sea Trout for the River Plym - 1959 to 2002 
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3.3 PARTICIPATION AND FISHERY VALUE 
3.3.1 Participation 
 
 The figures in Table 5 indicate the level of participation in the River Plym rod fishery in 
recent years (expressed as a number of anglers and their fishing effort). These figures are 
based on catch returns, which the Agency requests all salmon and sea trout anglers to 
make at the end of the season. Approximately two thirds of licence holders report their 
fishing effort and the figures from these are presented in Table 5. These figures have 
been multiplied by a factor of 1.2 to give rough estimates of the total level of 
participation. These estimates relate to both salmon and sea trout and therefore may 
overstate the true picture for any one species. 
 
 
Table 5 - Rod Fishery participation 
 
Number of 
Anglers 
Days Fished Total Number of 
Anglers 
Total Days Fished 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
2002 5yr 
mean 
(97-01) 
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46 41 602 649 55 49 722 779 
 
3.3.2 Economic Evaluation of the Salmon Fishery 
 
The following information is based on a number of assertions and assumptions and is 
designed only to be used as a general guide. 
 
 
Minimum Nett Economic Value 
 
There are a number of ways to express the value of a salmon fishery. Different measures of 
value reflect the different perspectives of those associated with the fishery. 
 
 The Nett Economic Value of a salmon fishery to the country is defined by summing the 
following components: 
 
 Value to fishery owners (calculated by estimating the market value of fishing rights) 
 Value to salmon anglers (calculated by estimating the consumers’{anglers’} surplus) 
 
It is important to note that the estimate of Nett Economic Value does not separate values 
generated by salmon and sea trout fisheries. However, this is not unreasonable since in 
practice the fisheries for salmon and sea trout are not discrete. 
 
 
Market value of the fishing rights 
 
 This is defined as the present value of the capitalised future nett benefits to the owners of 
the fishery. The market value of a salmon fishery is a function of both the average annual 
rod catch and the value of each salmon caught within the fishery. 
 
 The latest 5-year rod catch (1997-2001) has been used to estimate the market value. This 
has been multiplied by a factor of 1.1 (Small, 1998) to correct for the 30-40% of anglers 
who do not make a catch return (but whose catch accounts for about 10% of the total). 
 
 Radford et al. (1991) performed a national survey to establish the mean value of a salmon 
in various regions of England and Wales. Taking into account inflation within the 
intervening period, this study valued rod caught salmon in the South West to be worth 
£9,000 each. 
 
Table 6 – Value of the River Plym Fishery to Fishery Owners (Market value) and to 
Salmon Anglers (Anglers’ consumers’ surplus) 
 
Mean 
declared 
rod catch 
1997-2001 
Mean total 
rod catch 
1997-2001 
Mean 
Regional 
value per 
salmon 
Market 
(capital) 
value to 
rod 
Ratio 
Anglers’ 
consumers 
surplus: 
Anglers’ 
consumers’ 
surplus* 
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fishery* Market 
Value 
19 21 £9,000 £200,000 1:1 £200,000 
*All economic valuation figures have been rounded to one significant figure 
 
Anglers’ Consumers’ Surplus 
 
 This term describes a means by which an economic valuation can be put upon the value 
of the fishery to anglers. It can be defined as the difference between what anglers would 
be willing to pay for their fishing and what they actually pay. The final total for a given 
river represents the sum of the surpluses for all of the individual anglers who fish the 
river. 
 
 There has only been one study of the consumers’ surplus of salmon anglers (Radford, 
1984) and the techniques utilised in the assessment are complex. Based on Radford’s 
work, an observed ratio with the market value of 1 : 1 has been used here to obtain a 
conservative estimate of the anglers’ consumers’ surplus for the Plym of £200,000 (Table 
6).  
 
Calculation of the Nett Economic Value 
 
 The minimum nett economic value for the River Plym salmon fishery can be calculated 
by summing the components described above. The summary of the calculation is 
provided in Table 7. 
 
 
Table 7 – Fishery Nett Economic Value 
 
Fishery Component Value.* 
Fishery Owners £200,000 
Salmon Anglers £200,000 
Minimum Nett Economic Value £400,000 
*All economic valuation figures have been rounded to one significant figure 
3.3.3 Other Aspects of Economic Value 
 
 In addition to the minimum estimate of nett economic value as described above, there are 
additional non-use values that apply to those that are not actively involved with the 
fishery. These include the following: 
 
 Option Value - Defined as the value derived from having the option to participate in 
the fishery regardless of current involvement 
 Existence Value - Defined as the value of knowing that stock of salmon and a salmon 
fishery exists on the river 
 Bequest Value - Defined as the value derived from knowing that the salmon stock 
and salmon fishery will be available for future generations 
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 These values cannot be estimated at present. Without doubt these values would be 
additive to the overall nett economic value of the fishery. Existence values in particular 
are known to be substantial on many rivers. 
 
3.3.4 Impact of the rod fishery on the economy 
 
 This can be considered to be the economic activity generated by salmon fisheries within 
the area surrounding the fishery. This figure can be estimated by multiplying the average 
number of days anglers spent fishing on the River Plym (corrected to account for the 
catch returns not received), by the average expenditure of salmon and sea trout anglers in 
England and Wales (assumed to be £50 per day – based on  Radford et al., 1991). The 
calculation of the estimated total anglers’ expenditure is given in Table 8. 
 
Table 8 – Anglers’ Expenditure 
 
Mean declared 
days fished 1997-
2001 
Mean total days 
fished 1997-2001 
Expenditure per 
day 
Total expenditure 
768 1152 £50 £39,000 
 
 Although salmon anglers’ expenditure is felt to be negligible on a national scale, it can be 
considered as more significant on a local level. The economy in Devon is heavily reliant 
on the tourism industry, and fishing represents a major attraction to many visiting the 
area. Where a high proportion of anglers are visitors from outside the area the income 
they bring to the local economy may be particularly important and the sums involved are 
likely to be greater than the crude estimates indicated in Table 8. 
PART 4. DESCRIPTION OF STOCKS, CURRENT STATUS AND 
RELEVANT TRENDS 
 
4.1 STOCK MONITORING 
 
 Comprehensive stock monitoring is a fundamental requirement for effective stock 
management. This is particularly important at a time of low stock levels if limiting factors 
are to be identified and, where possible, eased. We aim to monitor stocks by targeting life 
stages, times and conditions for which data of satisfactory precision can be obtained 
within the constraints of finance and physical river conditions.  
 
 It is useful to monitor all of the life stages of the salmon as each class is subject to 
differing limiting factors. The quantitative assessment of salmon stocks can be used to 
initiate more detailed investigations and where necessary, implement control procedures 
such as changes in legislation. 
 
 The methods utilised to monitor each of the salmon age classes within the River Plym are 
outlined below. 
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4.1.1 Adults 
 
 Declared rod catch can provide a useful indicator of adult run strength, composition and 
timing. As previously stated, these data are subject to many unknown factors and so need 
to be interpreted with caution. For example, it is known that despite the introduction of a 
national licence return system in 1994, only 60%-70% of anglers report their catches back 
to the Environment Agency (although these anglers account for an estimated 91% of the 
total catch). Similarly, in isolation, the rod catch cannot provide information on the runs 
of salmon that occur outside of the rod-fishing season.  
 
 The River Plym does not have the benefit of a fish counter that allows adult salmon and 
sea trout to be counted as they enter the river. If one were present it would allow 
estimates to be made of the number of salmon returning to the Plym each year and the 
proportion captured and killed by angling. This information would significantly improve 
stock assessment and help ensure that sustainable levels of exploitation are maintained 
within a relatively small salmon population. However the costs of installing and running 
such a facility just upstream of the tidal limit could prove prohibitive.  
 
 An investigation into the installation of a fish counter at the Cann Wood Gauging Station 
(see Figure 1) has been carried out, however there are major technical problems with 
supplying an electricity supply to this isolated site, along with significant risks of 
vandalism. In addition, this particular site is not in the best location for assessing River 
Plym migratory salmonid stocks as in some years significant numbers of salmon spawn 
downstream of this site.   
 
 A rod exploitation rate of 18% has been used based on average rod effort data for the 
River Plym. However on the River Plym concentration of angling effort on newly entered 
late-running fish might lead to a relatively high catching efficiency, and hence higher 
exploitation rate than 18%. Since the stock is relatively small the implications of such 
uncertainties need to be considered. 
 
 The River Plym is renowned for its late run of winter fish. Rods catch returns record 
increasing numbers of salmon towards the end of the fishing season with, on average, 
90% of the catch taken in the last six weeks of the season and 55% of the catch taken in 
the last two weeks of the season. However an unknown number of salmon continue to 
enter the River Plym after the end of the fishing season (15
th
 December).  
 
Table 9 - River Plym Salmon rod catch, run size, exploitation and egg deposition 1993 -
2002 (excluding the upper River Plym area) 
 
Year Declared rod 
catch 
Total rod 
catch 
Estimated  
Salmon 
 Run size (post 
rod fishery) 
Estimated %  
rod exploitation 
rate 
Estimated egg deposition 
(Grilse and MSW salmon  
combined - includes 
released salmon) 
1993 28 53 242 18% 743,644 
1994 63 69 324 18% 993,707 
1995 35 39 186 18% 547,648 
1996 40 44 202 18% 617,598 
1997 28 31 142 18% 426,321 
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1998 23 25 129 18% 384,269 
1999 11 12 62 18% 183,172 
2000 19 21 103 18% 315,188 
2001 13 14 72 18% 226,539 
2002 19 21 103 18% 314,744 
NB  For further details of egg deposition calculation methods see Appendix 1 
 
 
Spawning adults:  
 
These can be assessed in two different ways: 
 
 Utilising the reported rod catches together with estimated exploitation rates to calculate 
salmon spawning estimates (see Table 9). 
 
 Redd counting. Successful redd counting is reliant upon river conditions and available 
experienced manpower. Historically, both salmon and sea trout redds have been counted 
and mapped within the River Meavy in most winter periods between 1990 and 2001.  
 
 It is now considered that electric-fishing surveys of juvenile fish provide a better indicator 
of spawning distribution and success. However, redd count information has highlighted 
the main sea trout spawning period and that the salmon spawning period appears much 
less defined and extends through much of the winter period until at least February.  
 
 
 
 
4.1.2 Juveniles 
 
 The River Plym has been sampled using electric-fishing over the past thirty-two years. 
This sampling programme has produced quantitative data on the distribution and 
abundance of salmonids and other fish species in the river.  
 
 It should be noted that only qualitative (presence or absence) 20 minute dip surveys are 
now carried out on two sites within the lower River Plym at Great Shaugh Wood and 
Plym Bridge, owing to sampling constraints (the large width and depth of the river). It is 
therefore no longer possible to determine juvenile densities at these two main river sites.  
4.2 JUVENILE ABUNDANCE 
 
Juvenile salmon can be considered as two separate age groups: 
 
  0+.   These are referred to as “fry”. They are fish that have hatched from eggs laid in the 
previous winter. 
 
 >=1+.  These are referred to as “parr”. They are young salmon that have spent at least one 
year in the river. 
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The most recent electric-fishing survey of juvenile salmon throughout the River Plym 
catchment was carried out in 2002. 
 
4.2.1 Salmon Fry Abundance 
 
 The salmon fry densities recorded on the River Plym in 2002 are presented in Figure 9 
based on the national Fisheries Classification Scheme (FCS) (NRA, 1994). Level 1 of the 
absolute FCS is utilised in this report. The FCS recognises six classes of salmonid 
abundance for fry (0+) and parr (>=1+) age classes of salmon and trout. These classes 
range from A to F, with A relating to the highest level of abundance and F the lowest 
(zero abundance recorded). This classification scheme enables the Agency to make a 
clear comparison of fisheries on a national basis. 
 
 Salmon fry were distributed in the lower River Plym up to the confluence with the River 
Meavy (Figure 1) and were recorded at all the River Meavy sites up to Gratton Bridge. 
However salmon fry were absent at the 3 sites upstream of Gratton bridge. Salmon fry 
(0+) were recorded at 9 of the 14 quantitative sites where salmon access is considered 
possible.  
 
 Salmon fry abundance across the Plym catchment varies significantly, although it is 
evident that the River Meavy is very important in terms of juvenile salmon production 
(containing all the grade A to D sites within the catchment). The percentage of sites in 
each category of the FCS juvenile abundance scale are presented in Table 10. 
 
 
 
 
Table 10 - Percentage of Sites in each FCS juvenile abundance class for 0+ Salmon Fry 
(number of survey sites fished in 2002) 
 A B C D E F 
Upper Plym      100% (4) 
Lower Plym     100% (1)  
Lower Plym                             Salmon fry present at both qualitative sites  
River Meavy 9.1% (1) 9.1% (1) 18.2% (2) 27.3% (3) 9.1% (1) 27.3% (3) 
Lovaton brook      100% (1) 
Tory Brook      100% (1) 
 
 
 No salmon fry were recorded at any survey sites on the upper River Plym, as has been the 
case from all historic survey records. In the late 1980’s concerted efforts were made to 
improve migratory salmonid access past the hardest element of Dewerstone Falls. Agency 
records show that sea trout of 30 - 70cm have successfully ascended Dewerstone Falls 
since that time. There are no confirmed observations of adult salmon upstream of 
Dewerstone falls.  
 
 Concern has been raised in previous reports that the fluctuations in pH (minimum pH 
4.2), flow and temperature within the upper River Plym may impact on the ability of 
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salmon to utilise this area of the catchment, although there appears to be no discernable 
impact on usage of this area by adult and juvenile sea trout and brown trout.   
 
 Until recently many sections of the Tory Brook have not sustained any fish species and 
trout have only recently occurred in low numbers in the lowest reaches. This limited fish 
population has been due to considerable silt loadings and other impacts from the China 
Clay workings in the headwaters of the Tory Brook. No salmon fry were recorded on the 
Tory brook in 1998 (Figure 9), although they were recorded in 1992 for the first time 
within the lower reaches.  
 
4.2.2 Salmon Parr Abundance 
 
 The salmon parr densities recorded on the River Plym in 2002 are presented in Figure 10 
based on the national FCS grading. 
 
 Salmon parr were recorded in the lower River Plym at the lowest abundance so far 
recorded, FCS grade D. Previous historical records at this site have been FCS grades A, B 
or C. Salmon parr (>=1+) were recorded at only one of the two qualitative dip survey 
sites on the lower River Plym, the first time that salmon parr have not been recorded at a 
site on the lower River Plym. Salmon parr were well distributed up the River Meavy, 
although low abundance was recorded in the upper half of the River Meavy and salmon 
parr were absent at the highest survey site near to Burrator Reservoir. Salmon parr were 
recorded at 12 of the 14 quantitative sites where salmon access is considered possible. 
 
 Salmon parr abundance across the Plym catchment and in particular on much of the 
middle and upper River Meavy was recorded at relatively low levels in 2002. Two sites 
achieved FCS grade A (>=19 salmon parr /100 m²) and these were in the lower reaches of 
the River Meavy. The percentages of sites in each category of the FCS juvenile 
abundance are presented in Table 11. 
 
 No salmon parr were recorded upstream of Dewerstone Falls on the upper River Plym as 
has been the case from all historic survey records. 
 
 Salmon parr were not recorded on the Lovaton Brook for the first time in seven electric-
fishing surveys. Salmon fry are rarely recorded on this smaller tributary so the salmon 
parr that are regularly recorded there are most likely to have migrated upstream to fill 
new habitat niches. 
 
Table 11 - Percentage of Sites in each FCS juvenile abundance class for >=1+ Salmon 
Parr  (number of survey sites fished in 2002) 
 A B C D E F 
Upper Plym       100% (4) 
Lower Plym    100% (1)   
Lower Plym                Salmon parr present at one qualitative site and absent at one site 
River Meavy 18.2% (2) 9.1% (1) 18.2% (2) 27.3% (3) 18.2% (2) 9.1% (1) 
Lovaton brook      100% (1) 
Tory Brook     100% (1)  
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 5. Juvenile life stages of Atlantic salmon. River Plym salmon fry (age 0+) and two ages  
of salmon parr (age 1+ and 2+)                                                                                  R Hurrell 
  
 A low density of salmon parr were recorded on the Tory Brook in 2002 within the 
Plympton area.   
 
4.2.3 Trout Fry and Trout Parr Abundance 
 
 In 2002, trout fry and trout parr were well distributed throughout the River Plym 
catchment and were present at all 20 quantitative survey sites, including all sites upstream 
of Dewerstone Falls and Burrator Reservoir (see Figure 11 and Figure 12).  
 
 Trout fry abundance across the Plym catchment is high with 55% of survey sites in FCS 
grades A or B (the highest two grades). Trout parr abundance across the Plym catchment 
is also high with 60% of survey sites in FCS grades A or B. The trout fry and trout parr 
densities recorded on the River Plym in 2002 are presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12 
based upon the national FCS grading. 
 
 Details of the interspecific competition that exists between salmon and sea trout and its 
potential impact upon spawning success and juvenile survival are currently unknown. 
 
 Piscivorous birds such as cormorants and goosanders are present in the catchment but it is 
not clear if they are a significant predator of salmonids within the River Plym. 
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4.2.4 Other Fish Species 
 
 Non-salmonid fish species recorded within the River Plym catchment include European 
eel (Anguilla anguilla, L.), three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus, L.), 
bullhead (Cottus gobio, L.), and juvenile lamprey (ammocoete larval stage).  
 
 During a survey in 1982 rainbow trout fry (Onchorynchus mykiss, L.) were recorded 
within the Sheepstor Brook and were thought to have been progeny that originated from 
adults that escaped from a private pond on the Sheepstor Brook. No adult rainbow trout 
have been recorded from fisheries surveys within the River Plym catchment.  
 
 In 1989 rudd (Scardinius erythrophthalmus, L.) were recorded at Plym Bridge and in 
1998 minnow (Phoxinus phoxinus, L.) were recorded at Plym Bridge. Juvenile flounder 
(Platichthys flesus, L.) are sometimes present in the lower reaches of the River Plym or 
the Tory Brook. 
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Figure 9 – 2002 FCS grades Salmon 0+ 
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Figure 10 – 2002 FCS grades Salmon >=1+ 
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Figure 11 – 2002 FCS grades Trout 0+ 
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Figure 12 – 2002 FCS grades Trout >=1+. 
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4.3 DISTRIBUTION OF SPAWNING AND UTILISATION OF THE CATCHMENT 
 Redd counting surveys have been carried out intensively on the River Meavy since 1990 
as part of investigations into the impact of regulated water flows from Burrator reservoir 
on migratory salmonid spawning distribution and abundance. Successful redd counting is 
heavily reliant upon suitable river conditions and available experienced manpower. High 
flows during the redd counting period are particularly difficult and can completely 
conceal evidence of spawning by flattening redds, that have not been observed and 
recorded.    
 
 Historically, both salmon and sea trout redds have been counted and mapped mostly 
within the River Meavy, in most winters between 1990 and 2001. It is now no longer 
considered appropriate to carry out winter redd count surveys and solely to rely on 
electric-fishing surveys to provide quantitative data regarding the status and distribution 
of juvenile salmon stocks in particular. Redd count information, however, has highlighted 
that the salmon spawning period extends through much of the winter from mid-December 
to at least early February. Observations recorded in 1971 (Cornwall River Authority, 
1971) describe a second late run of River Plym salmon that spawn in the last two weeks 
of February and generally spawn in the lower reaches of the catchment (nearly tidal areas) 
unless high flows allow access into the River Meavy system. For sea trout the main 
spawning period is clearly defined as being mid-November to mid-December. 
 
 Figure 13 and Figure 14 represent two winter periods where river conditions suited 
regular redd counting work throughout the winter period on the River Meavy. 
 
Figure 13 - 1995 River Meavy redd count data 
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Figure 14 - 1999 River Meavy redd count data 
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 During the 1990 - 1992 period it became apparent that very large redds observed within 
the early part of the redd counting season were being mistakenly recorded as salmon 
redds. These were recorded during the peak sea trout spawning period of mid-November 
to mid-December. It is now recognised that there is little evidence of salmon spawning 
prior to 15
th
 December (end of the salmon rod season) although salmon can begin  
spawning soon afterwards.  
 
 In most survey years (where full River Meavy redd counts of >4 separate visits were 
achievable from mid-November through to the end of January) the number of recorded 
salmon redds appeared quite small ranging from a minimum of 5 (in 1998) to a maximum 
of 35 (in 1994). Since 1995 numbers of salmon-sized redds recorded on the River Meavy 
have varied between 5 (in 1998) and 15 (in 1995).   
 
 Figure 13 and Figure 14 illustrate the peak sea trout spawning period on the River 
Meavy (mid-November to mid-December) and how substantially this overlaps with the 
end of the salmon angling season which ends on 15 December. These two elements are 
potentially in conflict within the upper River Plym and the River Meavy where the 
majority of sea trout spawning occurs. It is widely known that salmon are not a likely 
catch within the upper River Plym and therefore no fishing is likely for salmon after the 
end of the sea trout season on 30
th
 September within this part of the catchment. However, 
salmon angling continues on the River Meavy and this fully overlaps with the main sea 
trout spawning period. 
 
 During the seven years (1991, 1993 - 1995, 1998 - 1999 and 2001) where full River 
Meavy redd counts of >4 separate visits were achievable there is a remarkable 
consistency in the total number of sea trout redds recorded. Numbers of sea trout redds 
recorded varied between 104 (in 1998) and 151 (in 1995).  
 
 
 6. Large salmon redd on River Meavy                                                               R Hurrell 
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PART 5. ASSESSMENT OF STOCK AND FISHERY PERFORMANCE 
 
5.1 CONSERVATION LIMITS 
 
 Within each SAP, evaluating the current status of the salmon stock is partly based on 
assessment of compliance against the Conservation Limit (in previous SAP’s known as 
the Minimum Biological Acceptable Level or Spawning Target).  
 
 The use of Conservation Limits (CL’s) has been recommended by NASCO (the North 
Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation). Agency CL’s define the level of spawning 
which maximises the sustainable catch (in our case the total catch to homewaters). This is 
a threshold spawning level below which it is inadvisable to go. In order to provide 
additional protection to the stock it is preferable to establish a long term spawning level 
rather higher than the CL to buffer against unforseen events leading to low survival. This 
is a function of the compliance procedure set out below. 
 
 Two relationships are required to define the CL: 
 
(i)  the Stock-Recruitment (S-R) curve – or the relationship between the number of eggs 
deposited and the number of smolts produced  
(ii) the Replacement Line (R) – or the conversion of smolts back to eggs (at a point just 
prior to the homewater fisheries) 
 
 Both these relationships are shown in Figure 15. The point Sg represents the CL or 
numbers of spawners (eggs) required to maximise the sustainable catch (so called 
‘maximum gain’). This point is positioned where the difference between the replacement 
line and the S-R curve is greatest.         
  
Figure 15 - Diagrammatic Stock Recruitment curve 
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 The River Bush, in Northern Ireland, is the only river in the UK where a S-R curve and 
replacement line have been defined from monitoring data. For salmon rivers in England 
and Wales, CL’s have been derived using the ‘transportation’ model of Wyatt and 
Barnard (1997). This uses or ‘transports’ information from the Bush S-R curve to define 
part of the S-R relationship for rivers in England and Wales (e.g. the initial gradient of the 
curve) but also utilises river-specific data to estimate juvenile production (or the height of 
the curve).  In addition, in most cases, default estimates of marine survival are required to 
define the replacement line although other values used in this process (% grilse, % 
females, mean fecundity) are likely to be river-specific (see Table 12 and Appendix 1).  
 
 The derived CL for the River Plym is 482,894 eggs or 208 eggs per 100m2 of wetted area 
accessible to salmon  This is equivalent to 158 spawning adults. (Note: this excludes the 
upper Plym above Dewerstone Falls which is considered potentially unusable to salmon 
due to low pH levels and may still remain inaccessible). The parameters used to derive 
the CL are given in Table 12. 
 
Table 12 – Conservation Limit and associated parameters   
 
 
CONSERVATION LIMIT  
 
VALUE 
 
Conservation Limit (CL) 
 
208 eggs per 100m
2
 or 0.482 million eggs  
 
Spawners equivalent to CL value 
 
158 spawners 
 
Management Target (MT) 
 
300 eggs per 100m
2
 or 0. 694 million eggs  
Spawners equivalent to MT value 230 spawners 
 
 
Parameters used in the calculation of CL and MT: 
Accessible wetted area = 231,660 m
2
 (excluding upper River Plym area) 
Marine survival (to high seas fisheries): Grilse = 11% ; MSW = 5% 
Fecundity (eggs per female): Grilse = 4983; MSW = 6974 
Proportion of females: Grilse = 56.9%, MSW = 68.7% 
Proportion of grilse = Annual variation between 0.769 and 0.909 
 
 
 The Management Target (MT) represents the average level of egg deposition needed just 
to comply with the CL, and reflects the additional protection conferred by the compliance 
test. The compliance test is designed to ensure that egg deposition exceeds the CL four 
years out of five in the long run in order to avoid a failure episode. The MT is something 
we aim to reach (although there is no penalty if this target is exceeded), whereas the CL is 
something we aim to exceed. 
  
 The marine survival rates used to calculate the CL on the River Plym are lower then those 
used previously. These lower rates are intended to represent current levels of marine 
survival and have replaced the higher or ‘benchmark’ rates used in earlier SAPs which 
were meant to reflect past conditions at sea more favourable to survival than those 
prevailing today. 
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 Using a lower marine survival figure results in a lower CL. If spawning levels fall below 
this CL, it is perhaps more likely to be indicative of a problem in freshwater rather than at 
sea, given that the issue of poor sea survival is already accounted for in calculating the 
CL.  
5.1.1 Historic Egg Deposition and Compliance Assessment 
 
 Estimates of annual run size and egg deposition for the River Plym have been calculated 
for the period 1993 to 2002 based on rod catches and a derived rod exploitation rate of 
18% (Figure 16). The procedures used to derive these estimates are summarised in 
Appendix 1. 
 
Figure 16 - River Plym historic egg deposition compliance 
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 A statistical test to formally assess compliance with the CL has been developed by WRc 
(1996). This is designed to ensure that egg deposition exceeds the CL four years out of 
five in the long run, if a ‘failure episode’ is to be avoided. As a result, average egg 
deposition must be some way above the CL to prevent failure (the protective ‘buffer’ 
described earlier). This average value or Management Target (see Table 12) can be 
estimated from the year-to-year variation in egg deposition figures. 
 
 The compliance test examines performance against the CL in blocks of three years, with 
the sequence of egg shortfall or surplus determining whether a failure episode has 
occurred. Two failure episodes have been registered on the River Plym within the last 10 
years (Figure 16 and Table 9). These are 1997 to 1999 and 2000 to 2002. 
 
Table 13 - Egg Deposition (excluding Upper River Plym) 
 
Current egg deposition, 2002 Target egg deposition Failure within last 3 years? 
 
0.314 million 
 
           0.482 million 
 
                   Yes 
 
 
Failure episode Failure episode 
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 Currently the upper River Plym above Dewerstone Falls does not support juvenile 
production for various reasons thought primarily to be related to low pH levels. The upper 
River Plym area also appears inaccessible to salmon. This represents a large area of 
catchment (62,619 m²) that is currently well utilised by sea trout and brown trout. 
Therefore it is initially important to assess whether it is desirable to consider changes to 
the use of the upper River Plym by solely sea trout and brown trout. 
 
 If salmon were able to access the upper Plym above Dewerstone Falls, then a new 
(higher) CL could be applied, to include the additional spawning area above the Falls. 
This CL can be calculated in advance as a ‘long term’ or ‘aspirational’ CL and equates to 
744,747 eggs or 253 eggs per 100m
2
 of wetted area accessible to salmon, an increase of 
more than 250,000 eggs on the current CL. The parameters used to derive the ACL are 
given in Table 12. 
 
5.2 FRESHWATER PRODUCTION 
 
 In 2002, salmon fry were distributed in low abundance within the lower River Plym up to 
the confluence with the River Meavy and were recorded at all the River Meavy sites up to 
Gratton Bridge. However the absence of salmon fry at the three survey sites between 
Gratton Bridge and Burrator Dam represents an under-utilisation by salmon fry of 
approximately 3 km of prime riverine salmonid habitat. A similar pattern has occurred in 
most recent years (1997, 1998, 2000, 2002 and partially in 1999). River Meavy surveys 
were not carried out in 2001 due to Foot and Mouth restrictions.  
 
 The most limited distribution of salmon fry throughout the River Meavy occurred in 
1992. This year was a particularly poor year for juvenile production when salmon fry 
were absent from approximately the upper 4.5 km of the River Meavy (upstream of  
Clearbrook Bridge, Figure 1) and in low abundance downstream including lower River 
Plym survey sites. 1992 represents the lowest indication of salmon fry production within 
the River Meavy currently recorded. This followed an apparently very poor spawning 
year during the 1991 / 1992 winter, based in 1991 on a very low declared rod catch.  
 
 Prior to 1997 (with the exception of 1992), salmon fry have been recorded within the 
majority or entirety of the River Meavy, indicating nearby spawning. Peak salmon fry 
abundance upstream of Gratton Bridge occurred in 1995 with densities equating to FCS 
grades A, B and C at the three survey sites. This followed an apparently good spawning 
year during the 1994 / 1995 winter, based on rod catch / egg deposition estimates and the 
highest salmon redd count (35 salmon-sized redds recorded). Mostly higher salmon fry 
densities were recorded throughout the remainder of the River Meavy in 1995, peaking at 
413 salmon fry /100 m² at Gratton Bridge. An indication of the carrying capacity for 
salmon fry within the River Meavy is that in 1995, seven out of ten River Meavy survey 
sites were FCS grade A.  
 
 Salmon fry abundance within the lower River Plym has in most cases been relatively low. 
However the lower River Plym provides habitat which is highly suitable for salmon parr 
and high salmon parr abundance has sometimes been recorded.   
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 Electric-fishing surveys (1971-2002) have never recorded juvenile salmon on the upper 
River Plym (upstream of Dewerstone Falls) although brown trout and adult sea trout are 
regularly recorded.  
 
 Riverine habitat and water quality are improving within the Tory Brook, as evidenced by 
the presence of very small numbers of salmon fry in 1992. It is possible that further 
improvements could be made to enable salmon to become established in the Tory Brook.    
 
5.3 DIVERSITY and FITNESS 
 
 The second objective of the National Salmon Strategy states that the Agency will: 
 
“maintain and where appropriate, improve the diversity and fitness of individual 
salmon stocks” 
  
 To achieve this aim, the Agency will manage local salmon stocks, in order to maintain 
and improve their diversity, including any genetic differences. The Agency will therefore 
prohibit the transfer of salmon stocks between river catchments, with the exception of 
where a river’s stock has been lost entirely. 
 
 The decline of MSW, spring salmon stock is of particular concern at both a local and a 
national level although not on the River Plym. Accurate assessment of the abundance and 
declines in the abundance of autumn / winter run MSW salmon are of concern within the 
River Plym.  In the short term, we will attempt to protect these fish from over exploitation 
by rod fisheries (as no salmon net fishery exists within the Plym estuary). In addition, 
there will be further investigations, both nationally and locally, into the reasons for their 
decline. The Agency will identify remedial measures to improve the abundance of the 
stock.  
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PART 6. LIMITING FACTORS. 
 
There are many factors which can have an impact on salmon. Figure 17 below depicts at 
which stage in the salmon life cycle these limiting factors are impacting. 
 
Figure 17 - Limiting factors impacting upon the salmon life cycle 
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 Appendix 2 provides more specific information on the factors influencing the marine 
phase of the life cycle. 
 
 Factors that are currently limiting or have the potential in the future to limit the salmon 
stock and the salmon fishery on the River Plym are listed below. The factors have been 
grouped into three major sub-headings which are as follows: 
 
 Fishery limiting factors (see also Appendix 2) 
 Biological limiting factors 
 Environmental limiting factors 
 
 The fishery and environmental limiting factors have been further divided into two sub-
groups which are: 
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 Fishery: a) Management issues 
b) Exploitation issues 
 
 Environmental: a) Impacts upon the physical habitat 
b) Impacts upon the chemical habitat 
 
6.1 Fishery limiting factors for the River Plym 
 
a) Management issues 
 
 Inadequate monitoring of adult and smolt life cycle stages 
 Limited knowledge of the factors limiting juvenile survival and recruitment 
 
b) Exploitation issues 
 
 Legal Irish drift net fishery 
 Legal licensed net fishery within neighbouring estuaries 
 Legal licensed rod fishery 
 Impact of salmon fishing on sea trout spawning areas 
 Illegal high seas fishery 
 Illegal coastal and estuarial fishing 
 Illegal freshwater fishing 
 
6.2 Biological limiting factors for the River Plym 
 
 Competition between juvenile salmonids for food 
 Impact of mammalian and piscivorous predation in both marine and freshwater 
 Impact of avian predation of juveniles and smolts in both marine and freshwater 
 Impact of diseases and parasites 
6.3 Environmental limiting factors for the River Plym 
 
a) Impacts upon the physical habitat 
 
 Impact of flow regulation from Burrator Reservoir upon upstream migration, adult 
spawning distribution and juvenile habitat 
 Impact of flows upon gravel migration 
 Impact of abstraction on all life stages 
 Impact of flows upon the utilisation of potential spawning tributaries 
 Impact of instream structures such as weirs 
 Impact of abstractions upon smolt migration 
 Impact of bank erosion resulting in increased instream sediment loadings 
 Impact of China Clay mining 
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b) Impacts upon the chemical habitat 
 
 Impact of acidification upon the survival of juvenile salmonids within the upper River 
Plym and, in particular, salmon fry (low pH from moorland geology and lack of buffering 
capacity) 
 Impact of eutrophication, resulting from Sewage Treatment Works (STW’s) and other 
sources, upon instream macrophyte cover and algal production 
 Impact of other chemical sanitary determinands (dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen 
demand (BOD), ammonia etc.) 
 Impact of endocrine disrupters within STW wastewater that may impact upon sexual 
determination within the salmon population 
 Inappropriate land management causing increased sediment loadings 
 Impact of pesticides 
 Impact of China Clay industry 
 Impact of historic mining 
6.4 Key Issues on the Plym Catchment 
The above extensive list can be reduced to those which are considered to have the most 
significant impacts on salmon stocks and / or the salmon fishery at present and where a 
resolution is deemed to be possible. There is no consideration of the financial aspects related 
to these issues at this stage. These are: 
 
 Impact of Burrator Reservoir 
 Impact of China Clay workings 
 Impact of silt and gravel inputs 
 Impacts on water quality  
 Impact of water intakes and abstraction 
 Impact of obstructions 
 Impact of agriculture and landuse  
 Impact of fishing (legal and illegal) 
 Impact of recreation 
 
The limiting factors listed above, in addition to current ongoing initiatives are further 
discussed below. 
 
Burrator Reservoir  
The potential impacts of the existence and operation of Burrator Reservoir on the salmon and 
sea trout populations of the River Meavy and River Plym system as a whole were recognised 
in the Roadford Operational and Environmental Study (Halcrows, 1992). This report 
recommended that an investigation of the River Meavy salmon stocks in relation to flows 
should be undertaken.  
 
 Compensation flow 
The current compensation flow is 0.03 cumecs (2.592 Ml / day) as detailed by the current 
abstraction licence (dated September 1989). There is no evidence of the compensation flow 
being increased since 1967 when the abstraction was licensed.  
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It has been suggested by riparian interests that the low compensation flow from Burrator 
Reservoir leads to higher temperatures and reduced wetted area in the River Meavy during 
the summer months.  
 
An intensive survey of juvenile salmonid populations on the River Meavy commenced in 
1991. These surveys formed part of the River Meavy Alleviation of Low Flows (ALF’s) 
Project, which commenced in 1993 (Environment Agency, June 1998). This concluded that 
low summer flows did not appear to have an adverse impact. A review of information 
collected since 1998 should be undertaken.  
     
The under-utilisation by juvenile salmon of the River Meavy (upstream of Gratton Bridge) in 
recent years, may be as a result of reduced numbers of returning adult salmon as well as the 
effects of Burrator Reservoir. 
            
A review of the water usage in the catchment will be undertaken as part of the CAMS 
process, which is due to begin in April 2004.  
 
 Fisheries water bank releases 
Salmon spawning success in the River Meavy downstream of Burrator Reservoir is 
dependant on adequate spill from the reservoir during the period mid-December to the end of 
January (Environment Agency, June 1998). When a spill does not occur in the crucial period 
from November to December salmon do not appear to ascend to all suitable spawning habitat 
and juvenile salmon are restricted to the lower areas of the River Meavy. Redd counts and 
electric-fishing data do not suggest a similar impact on sea trout spawning distribution or 
success.   
 
As a result of a recommendation in the ALF report (Environment Agency, June 1998), a pipe 
was installed by South West Water Ltd (SWW) to release water from the reservoir into the 
spillway basin located directly below the dam. SWW agreed to provide 900 Ml of reservoir 
water per year for flow enhancement during salmon migration periods. Each release would be 
for a duration of three days (three releases of 300 Ml) and generally take place in the first 
three weeks of December as required. 
 
The Burrator Water Bank is used in the period mid December to January when over-spill of 
Burrator is inadequate. These releases have been made where possible since 1997.  
 
An assessment of the effectiveness of these releases should be carried out with a view to 
determining the most effective timing of releases. 
 
 Starvation of spawning gravel resupply below Burrator Reservoir 
The presence of Burrator Reservoir interrupts the natural supply and migration of gravel 
down the River Meavy. Spawning gravel is particularly sparse in a short section between 
Burrator reservoir and the Sheepstor Brook. 
 
China Clay workings  
A landing line connects Lee Moor China Clay workings to the Marsh Mills dryers and is used 
to transport processed clay for drying and onward shipment by rail and road. Historically this 
long pipeline has caused pollution problems as it is subject to abrasion from the china clay 
and has previously burst polluting the land and river around Plym Bridge Woods.  
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Watts, Blake and Bearne (WBB) operate two discharges; one of which is an emergency 
overflow and is rarely used and the other is a constant discharge above Cadover Bridge at 
Shaugh Lake Eastern. There are currently three consented discharges into the Tory Brook 
from the Lee Moor complex. At Marsh Mills the Imerys drying plant discharges china clay 
process water into the lower reaches of the Tory Brook.  
 
The Environment Agency and its predecessor organisations have tightened consents to 
discharge to the watercourses greatly over the past ten years. This has resulted in an 
improvement to the water quality of the Tory Brook and the River Plym. The Agency is still 
working closely with the china clay companies to control discharges such as road run-off and 
contaminated catchment drainage.  
 
The Environment Agency will continue to seek improvements to water quality with the China 
Clay companies in order to protect the environment.  
 
Impact of silt and gravel inputs 
Old china clay spoil heaps upstream of Cadover Bridge are thought by riparian interests to be 
the sources of large quantities of sand and gravel which are being deposited down the River 
Plym in the Plym Bridge area. The National Rivers Authority placed very large boulders in 
the area immediately downstream of the Blackabrook. These have now largely been washed 
out and the bank is exposed to erosion due to livestock and recreational pressures. It is 
proposed to discuss with the landowners alternative approaches such as using fencing to 
exclude livestock (the area is heavily grazed) and allow vegetation to establish itself, thereby 
stabilising the banks.  
 
 Quarry Pool ‘island’ 
Downstream of Plym Bridge is a deep pool known locally as ‘Quarry Pool’. Immediately 
downstream of this pool is a large island of sand and gravel that has accumulated over many 
years. The formation of this ‘island’ is of concern as it causes the river to flow towards the 
bank on both sides. The river is in danger of undercutting the foundations of a public 
footbridge just downstream of this pool.  
 
The island was completely bulldozed away in 1994, but has since re-appeared due to the 
natural processes of the river. Large boulders have been placed alongside the eroded banks 
but these too have been undercut and are not protecting the banks. 
 
In 2000, the Agency and National Trust commissioned a fluvial geomorphology report into 
the problem which recommended using ‘softer engineering’ techniques such as placing 
willow spiling in the banks to stabilise them. This has been done in sections and fenced off in 
zones to protect the new plantings. It is proposed to continue with this ‘soft engineering’ 
work and extend it to further zones.  
 
Impact on water quality   
The Longbrook at Valley Road has historically been affected by Plympton Fire Station 
personnel carrying out training exercises allowing oil and foam to enter the watercourse. 
Improvements have been made through the installation of collection tanks and the appropriate 
disposal of its contents. 
  
Chelson Meadow Landfill Site has its own leachate treatment plant and is currently 
compliant. Its consent will soon be reviewed by the Agency. 
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The Great Western Train Depot is a badly polluted site. It is grossly contaminated by oil. The 
Agency is working closely with the operators to clean the site and thereby reduce pollution to 
the environment. 
 
The Newnham Industrial Estate backs onto the Tory Brook and is regularly visited by the 
Agency to ensure best practice to prevent pollution. Oils, tyres and other chemicals have been 
a pollution problem in the past. 
 
The Forda Valley Stream takes drainage from the A38 and urbanised areas where there are 
many small domestic mis-connections. 
 
Around Plymouth the amount of light industry and food processing plants cause a potential 
threat to the River Plym. The Agency will continue to work with industries and other 
authorities to minimise the risk of pollution and improve the water quality environment in 
these areas. 
 
 Sewage Treatment Works (STW’s) 
There have been recent improvements to the three STW’s on the River Meavy. Clearbrook 
STW (downstream of Clearbrook Bridge) now has a modern effective treatment plant that 
was completed 18 months ago and it is now fully compliant with its new consent. 
 
Plympton STW discharges into the Plym Estuary and is compliant with its consent to 
discharge. There are plans to carry out further improvements to help operational performance. 
 
Plymouth Central STW has an emergency storm overflow that discharges into the Plym 
Estuary. There are various sewage pump stations in the catchment either side of the Plym 
Estuary which all have storm overflows. 
 
 pH of the Upper Plym 
The headwaters of the River Plym historically have had a low pH. This is as a result of local 
geology, and this acts to increase the solubility of certain metal salts within these waters. 
Concern has been raised in previous reports that the fluctuations in pH, flow and temperature 
within the upper River Plym may impact on the ability of salmon to utilise this area of the 
catchment, although there appears no such impact on usage of this area by adult and juvenile 
sea trout and brown trout.   
 
There have been a number of studies into the pH tolerance of juvenile Atlantic salmon. 
Farmer et al. (1989) considered a pH of 5.0 to be the lower threshold for long term exposure 
to acidic conditions. Grande and Anderson (1981) and Lacroix (1989) considered the 
threshold survival limits to be at pH 4.5 and pH 4.9 respectively. Although lethal pH limits 
have been reported at pH 4.5 - 5.0, detrimental effects on juvenile salmon can be caused by 
water of pH 5.0 - 6.0. Staurnes et al. (1995) recommended that the water quality objective for 
juvenile salmon be set at pH 6.2, whilst Buckler et al. (1995) found that in the early 
developmental stages a pH of below 6.5 significantly impaired larval feeding and swimming 
behaviour. All authors also reported that salmon undergoing smoltification are more 
susceptible to acidic conditions than other juvenile stages. 
 
A summary of pH levels at selected sites is presented in Table 14.  
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Table 14 – Summary of pH data for Upper River Plym and River Meavy  
(Data covering April 1974 - March 2003) 
 
RIVER SITE GRID REF Min pH Max pH Average pH 
Plym U/S Blackabrook SX 56464 64456 4.2 8.1 6.3 
Plym D/S Blackabrook SX 56390 64500 4.4 7.6 6.0 
Plym Cadover Bridge SX 55560 64650 4.4 7.7 6.2 
Plym Shaugh Bridge SX 55433 64542 4.5 7.9 6.5 
Meavy Newleycombe Lake SX 56800 69400 5.4 7.2 6.3 
Meavy Narrator Brook SX 56800 69000 5.4 6.4 6.0 
Meavy U/S Burrator Reservoir SX 56647 69173 4.9 7.8 6.6 
Meavy D/S Burrator Reservoir SX 55132 67925 5.4 7.8 6.7 
 
Experimental stocking of salmon fry and on another occasion adult salmon into the River 
Plym above Dewerstone Falls has previously occurred. No subsequent juvenile survival or 
evidence of spawning was recorded. 
 
Further investigation into salmon survival on the upper River Plym is required along with a 
full analysis of all available chemical data for the area. In addition an assessment of the 
desirability and possible impact of salmon utilising this part of the catchment is necessary. 
 
Impacts of Abstraction at Ditsworthy Warren 
Imerys Minerals Ltd hold a licence to abstract water from Ditsworthy Weir in the Upper 
Plym. The licence enables them to abstract large quantities of river water, which flows down 
a leat into a storage reservoir (known as Big Pond) prior to its use in the Lee Moor China 
Clay workings (see Figure 1).  
  
The abstraction at Ditsworthy Weir off-take was considered to be affecting fish populations 
in two main ways:   
 
1. A complete loss of the abstracted water to the River Plym system resulting in low flows 
downstream of the abstraction, affecting available habitat and preventing fish migration 
 
2. Fish, which entered the un-screened leat (such as sea trout kelts and sea trout smolts), were 
unable to escape and were a loss to the catchment 
 
Following a partnership project with Imerys, the leat has now been fully screened and a low 
flow notch installed (July 2003). This was part-funded by Imerys, the Agency and a private 
contribution from an angler. The low flow notch will ensure that a minimum flow of water 
will continue in the main River Plym at all times. In addition, Imerys have agreed to 
minimise their use of the Ditsworthy abstraction when possible and target settings on the 
sluice have been agreed for different times of year.  
 
The Agency will continue to work with Imerys to ensure best environmental use of water 
resources in the area.  
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 7. Newly constructed smolt screen at Ditsworthy Leat, upper River Plym.  Ditsworthy 
weir in foreground 
 
Impact of Obstructions 
 Dewerstone Falls 
Dewerstone Falls is an area of the upper River Plym immediately above the confluence with 
the River Meavy at Shaugh Bridge. The area is characterised by large granite boulders, 
waterfalls and cascading white water and is a designated SSSI. It is thought that salmon 
cannot ascend the falls area although large sea-trout negotiate this obstacle.  
 
The natural rock falls and shutes within the Dewerstone Falls reach may prevent salmon from 
utilising the upper River Plym area or they may be impassable to late run salmon that are of a 
much larger average size (av. late run salmon weight 4kg) than the sea trout that do 
successfully ascend these falls. The absence of verified records of adult salmon caught in 
pools just below Dewerstone Falls but upstream of Shaugh Bridge suggests that 
environmental factors, such as pH, are the most influential in preventing salmon utilising the 
upper River Plym area. 
 
No salmon fry were recorded at any survey sites on the upper River Plym as has been the 
case from all historic survey records. In the late 1980’s concerted efforts were made to 
improve migratory salmonid access past the hardest element of Dewerstone Falls (Figure 1). 
Agency records show that sea trout of between 30 - 70cm have successfully ascended 
Dewerstone Falls since that time. There are no confirmed observations of adult salmon 
upstream of Dewerstone Falls. However, further alterations to the natural rock formations of 
Dewerstone Falls are unlikely to be consented due to its SSSI designation.  
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 8. Short section of the 1.5 km Dewerstone Falls area  
 
Impact of agriculture and forestry 
Agricultural land usage within the Plym catchment consists of moorland grazing and 
enclosed farmland. There has been concern expressed regarding overgrazing on the moorland 
areas and its potential increase in run-off and sediment loadings on watercourses. This could 
potentially smother salmonid redds and reduce egg survival. The Agency will continue to 
assist DEFRA in addressing this problem. 
 
Localised areas of bank erosion caused by livestock are evident within the catchment. 
Fencing to exclude livestock and allow vegetation to protect banks would be beneficial in 
some circumstances. 
 
The small areas of forestry within the catchment have the potential to impact on water quality 
if not managed according to guidelines. In addition overshading of small watercourses could 
be assessed and appropriate clearance work carried out in partnership with relevant 
landowners. 
 
Impact of Fishing 
 Rod exploitation 
The River Plym is failing its CL and juvenile salmon populations appear limited, although 
electric-fishing data is sparse on the lower Plym. Conversely, juvenile trout populations 
appear healthy, suggesting that environmental quality and habitat within the catchment is 
generally good for salmonids.   
 
It appears that the overall run of salmon is low and has reduced in recent years. This 
statement is supported by rod catch data, reduced CPLD figures and redd count information. 
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In addition, juvenile electric-fishing data has shown an almost complete absence of salmon 
production within a significant reach (approx. 3 km) of the River Meavy during 1997, 1998, 
2000, 2002 and partially in 1999. Therefore as well as environmental improvements and the 
egg box scheme (see Glossary), there may be a case for reducing rod exploitation either 
through voluntary measures or through the introduction of a byelaw.  
 
 Licenced rod fishing on the River Meavy overlapping with sea trout spawning 
The peak sea trout spawning period on the River Meavy occurs between mid-November and 
mid-December. This completely overlaps with the end of the salmon angling season, which 
ends on the 15
th
 December. Undoubtedly this results in disturbance to and capture of 
spawning sea trout. 
  
The Plymouth and District Freshwater Angling Association (PDFAA) have endeavoured in 
the past to gain agreement from all angling clubs and riparian owners on the River Meavy to 
agree to a fly only restriction (voluntary) in the latter part of the fishing season. However the 
PDFAA could not gain agreement from all parties.  
 
The Agency is keen to work with the River Meavy riparian interests to create spawning 
sanctuary areas and, where this is not possible, to minimise the use of fishing methods that 
may harm spawning fish. 
 
 Illegal fishing - estuary 
There is an ongoing problem in the Plym Estuary with illegal fishing using mono-filament 
nets. However, due to rigorous enforcement, the levels of illegal fishing with nets is now 
much reduced. The Agency works in partnership with the Police, Devon Sea Fisheries 
Committee and the Ministry of Defence. Between these Agencies enforcement boats operate 
on the estuary 24 hours per day.  
 
The Agency continues to encourage all reports of illegal fishing activity on their 24 hr hotline 
number  (0800 80 70 60).  
 
 Illegal fishing - river  
Due to the close proximity of Plymouth and other urban areas, the River Plym and River 
Meavy are vulnerable to illegal fishing activity. The Agency operates intensive anti-poaching 
patrols in the most vulnerable parts of the River Plym and remains vigilant. 
 
The Agency also develops partnerships with other enforcement bodies and makes best use of 
available modern technology.  
 
Public access and recreation 
On much of the water on the lower River Plym around Plym Bridge, leased and fished by 
anglers, there is also open access to members of the public. The National Trust  (NT) owns 
the majority of the land and the river is within easy reach of Plymouth. This often results in 
conflict between the general public and anglers as salmon and sea trout tolerate little 
disturbance. A report into the conflicting uses was commissioned by the PDFAA in 2001. 
 
Recommendations from the report included:  
 
- carrying out a disturbance survey amongst anglers to try and quantify the level of   
disturbance and the most problematical areas 
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- a joint sign campaign to educate the public about salmon and sea trout  
 
- fencing and soft engineering techniques in selected areas to provide better cover for fish 
 
 ‘Tripper’ dams 
Visitors to the Cadover Bridge area have built temporary boulder weirs across the river. On 
occasions these can be substantial and impede fish migration. These can also exacerbate bank 
erosion. 
 
 
 9. Substantial ‘tripper’ dam at Blackabrook confluence with the upper River Plym 
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PART 7. ISSUES AND ACTIONS 
Table 15 - Issues and Actions 
ISSUE ACTION TIMESCALE COST  
AND 
FUNDING 
SOURCES 
Ref 
Priority VH = Very High 
                  H = High 
                 M = Medium 
                  L = Low 
03/
04 
04/
05 
05/
06 
06/
07 
07/
08 
Factors Affecting Habitat and Limiting Salmon Stocks 
WATER RESOURCES 
Impact of Burrator reservoir 
 
 
Review water usage and 
compensation flow as part of 
CAMs process (H) 
 * * *  
Agency-core work 
P1 
Review low flow survey 
information collected since 
1998 and report with 
recommendations for CAMS 
process (H) 
 *    
Agency 
£3K 
P2 
Assess effectiveness of water 
bank releases and report with 
recommendations for future 
use (H) 
 *    
Agency 
£3K 
P3 
Consider the importation of 
gravel below Burrator Dam 
(L)  
 * *   
Angling clubs/Agency 
/Riparian owners P4 
Other Water Resource Usage Continue liaison with 
abstractors to ensure best 
environmental use of  
abstractions. 
Produce CAMs (H) 
 * * * * 
 
Agency 
P5 
AGRICULTURE AND 
LAND USE 
 
Influence CAP reform to 
reduce grazing on Dartmoor  
(H) 
   * * * * * 
 
National 
Agency//WRT/ 
SWRA 
P6 
Initiate discussions with 
overgrazing unit (H) * * * * * 
 
Agency P7 
Undertake fencing projects 
where possible at all salmon 
spawning areas. 
Promote Countryside 
Stewardship schemes. 
Agency can provide 
materials.  (H) 
* * * * * 
Agency/ 
WRT/FWAG/DEFRA 
£15k per year 
P8 
Continue promotion of best 
practice re livestock farming. 
Distribute Best Farming 
Practice booklet to all farms 
(H) 
 * * * * 
Agency/Angling clubs 
£10k  
P9 
Ensure DEFRA promote EIA 
regulations and awareness 
relating to agricultural land 
development (H)  
* * * * *  
 
Agency 
P10 
Influence forestry practices to 
minimise impact on habitat 
and water quality (M) 
* * * * * 
Agency/WRT/ Forest 
Enterprise/NT 
 
P11 
Initiate ‘Streamside’ 
clearance projects to reduce 
overshading, where 
appropriate. 1 area per year 
(M) 
 * * * * 
Agency/Forestry 
owners 
£5K per year P12 
Public Access and 
Recreation around Plym 
Bridge  
Carry out disturbance survey 
and joint signing campaign 
(H). 
     
Angling clubs/ NT/ 
£1K P13 
Carry out habitat work to 
provide more cover for fish in 
key areas, 3 areas per year 
(H). 
     
NT/ Agency/Angling 
clubs 
£5K per year 
P14 
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ISSUE ACTION TIMESCALE COST  
AND 
FUNDING 
SOURCES 
Ref 
Priority VH = Very High 
                  H = High 
                 M = Medium 
                  L = Low 
03/
04 
04/
05 
05/
06 
06/
07 
07/
08 
WATER 
QUALITY/POLLUTION 
 
pH on Upper Plym 
Further investigation into 
salmon survival in upper 
Plym catchment  (M). 
 *    
Agency/ WRT 
£6K 
P15 
Sand/Gravel input to River 
Plym 
Undertake study to determine 
where sand is coming from, 
then fomulate programme of 
erosion control using 
vegetation/soft engineering 
(M). 
 * * * * 
Agency/ WRT/  
£10K , then £5K per 
year 
P16 
Start discussions over options 
with WBB over erosion at 
Blacka Brook confluence 
(M). 
 * * * * 
 
Agency, WBB, 
angling clubs 
P17 
Quarry Pool / Plym Bridge  Continue to work on 
improving bank stability 
through encouraging 
vegetation, 3 areas per year 
(H). 
* * * * * 
NT/ Angling 
clubs/WRT/ Agency 
£8Kper year  P18 
China Clay industry impacts 
on water quality e.g. 
suspended solid loadings 
Continue to work on 
improvements in meetings 
with the China clay 
companies (M). 
* * * * * 
Agency 
P19 
Investigate potential 
for improvement in Tory 
Brook & tributaries (M) 
 *    
Agency/ 
WRT/Angling Club 
£5K for assessment 
P20 
STWs Continue to enforce consents 
and drive improvements (M) 
* * * * * 
Agency/SWW 
P21 
Monitoring of adult upstream migration 
Information required of 
salmon run size 
Continue to look for 
opportunities to develop fish 
counter  e.g Plym Bridge or 
Cann weir? (L) 
* * * * * 
 
Agency/SWW/EN/ 
Angling Clubs 
High cost! 
P22 
Diminishing run size of salmon 
Exploitation of salmon 
 
Consider byelaw to change 
season or other 
restrictions.(VH)  
 * *   
Agency/ DEFRA  
P23 
Promote use of barbless 
hooks to aid survival after 
release  (VH) 
* * * * * 
Agency/Riparian 
Owners/Angling clubs P24 
Voluntary restrictions to 
fishing methods. e.g. 
restriction on use of worms/ 
prawn in Nov/Dec (VH)  
     
Riparian owners 
/Fishing clubs 
P25 
Continue high level of catch 
and release.(VH) 
* * * * * 
Agency/Riparian 
Owners/Fishing Clubs 
P26 
Facilitate and co-ordinate 
Cornwall Area egg box 
project. 
Assessment of benefits 
required (H)  
* * * * * 
Riparian 
Owners/Agency 
£3K per year P27 
Continue voluntary bag limits 
(VH) 
* * * * * 
Riparian Owners 
/Fishing clubs 
P28 
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ISSUE ACTION TIMESCALE COST  
AND 
FUNDING 
SOURCES 
Ref 
Priority VH = Very High 
                  H = High 
                 M = Medium 
                  L = Low 
03/
04 
04/
05 
05/
06 
06/
07 
07/
08 
Fishing for salmon amongst 
spawning sea trout and 
disturbance to salmon on 
their spawning grounds 
Identify and protect spawning 
sanctuary areas and consider 
voluntary measures or byelaw 
e.g. method restrictions at 
sensitive times in R Meavy 
and upper R Plym (VH). 
* * * * * 
Riparian Owners/ 
fishing clubs/ 
Agency/WRT 
£10K  
 
P29 
Predation by cormorants and 
goosanders 
Collect evidence of 
activity/losses on proforma 
supplied by Agency (L) 
 * * * * 
Angling clubs/Agency 
P30 
Predation by escaped 
rainbow trout from  
Burrator Reservoir 
Collect evidence of rainbow 
trout on proforma supplied by 
Agency.(L) 
 * * * * 
Angling Clubs/ 
Agency P31 
Initiate discussions in full 
with SWLT (L) 
  *   
Agency 
P32 
Illegal fishing 
Size of freshwater 
catchment, estuary and 
coastal area. 
Optimise effectiveness of 
targeted enforcement patrols 
and use of new technology 
(H) 
* * * * * 
Agency - Core work 
P33 
Publicise regulations and 
encourage reports from the 
public (H)  
* * * * * 
Agency/Angling clubs 
P34 
Exploitation of mixed salmon stocks in distant water fisheries 
Exploitation by Irish Drift 
Nets 
Assess the significance of the 
Irish fishery to exploitation 
on SW rivers (M)  
* * * * * 
NASCO / ICES 
Agency Index River 
Projects 
P35 
Restrictions to upstream salmon migration 
Restricted access within 
certain tributaries 
Discuss potential options and 
desirability with relevant 
authorities e.g. to enable 
salmon access into the upper 
River Plym  past Dewerstone 
Falls (M). 
* *    
Agency /WRT/ EN  
 
P36 
Assess the impacts of natural 
and manmade temporary 
structures and remove where 
necessary and appropriate. 
Sensitive removal of trash 
and “tripper” dams where 
they cause barriers to fish 
movement and education of 
the public (L) 
 
* * * * * 
Agency - Core Work 
P37 
Potential mortalities due to in river abstractions 
Loss of salmon smolts into 
leats and abstractions 
Assess screening for 
abstractions including 
estuarine and negotiate  
improvements if Section 14 
of SAFFA does not apply (M) 
* *    
Agency 
£5k 
P38 
Monitor success of 
Ditsworthy Warren 
improvements (M)  
 * * * * 
Agency/Angling 
Clubs/Imerys P39 
 
EN: English Nature; NT: National Trust; FWAG: Farming and Wildlife Advisory 
Group;WBB: Watts Blake and Bearne; WRT: Westcountry Rivers Trust; SWLT: South 
West Lakes Trust; SWRA: South West Rivers Association and SWW: South West Water 
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PART 8. FUNDING THE PLAN 
 
8.1 THE FUNDING BACKGROUND  
 
The Environment Agency currently spends about £9.5 million on salmon and sea trout fishery 
management, of which about 11% comes from rod licence income, 2% from net licences and 
87% from Grant in Aid (GIA) in 2003/4.  
 
Specific Capital SAP money is available from National budgets to facilitate some prioritised 
actions and act as ‘seed-corn funding’ to bring in contributions from partners. 
 
The Salmon Action Plan is a vehicle for promoting this and should creatively explore all 
avenues for alternative funding such as: 
 
Direct beneficiaries, i.e. riparian owners and angling clubs 
Local industry 
Local businesses 
Mitigation funds from SWW 
Forest Enterprise 
English Nature 
European Community (through the Habitats Directive, LIFE Fund) 
Local wildlife trusts (Royal Society for Nature Conservation ) 
County Councils 
National Lottery 
Sports Council 
Southwest Tourism 
South West Rivers Association 
West Country Rivers Trust 
Cross funding from other Agency functions 
 
8.2 CURRENT ACTIONS 
 
Fishery management activities that are currently ongoing or have recently been performed on 
the River Plym are listed in Table 16.  These activities represent work performed for the 
benefit of both salmon and sea trout.  The activities have been funded by Agency sources as 
outlined in section 8.1.  In order to carry out the initiatives outlined in Table 15, further 
funding is required from non-Agency Fisheries function sources. 
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Table 16 - Current fisheries activities undertaken by the Environment Agency within 
the River Plym catchment 
 
Activity Work continuing or undertaken on the River Plym to date 
Enforcement 
Anti-poaching patrols in freshwater and tidal waters 
Byelaw monitoring and enforcement 
Rod licence checks 
Enforcing environmental legislation 
Monitoring 
Juvenile salmonid monitoring 
Catch return analysis 
Habitat improvement  
Promoting buffer strips and fencing livestock out of watercourses 
Promoting spawning sanctuary area  
Assisting with egg box project as mitigation for poor habitat 
Removal of major trash dam obstructions 
Increasing adult 
escapement 
Promotion of Catch and release and sanctuary areas 
Regulation 
Controlling the activities of others 
Development and planning liaison 
Abstractions and discharge consents 
Fish Stocking consents 
 
8.3 COLLABORATIVE FUNDING 
 
 There are a number of potential sources of collaborative funding available to the Agency. 
Examples include the National Lottery, European Union sources and development 
agencies. 
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PART 9. THE CONSULTATION PROCESS 
 
Table 17 - Stages within the consultation process 
 
Step 
 
Consult with 
 
Means 
 
Aim 
 
Timescale 
 
1 
 
 
 
South West regional fisheries 
 
Circulate copy of draft consultation 
plan 
 
Quality checks; ensure regional consistency August 2003 
 
SAP QA board including 
DEFRA 
 
Circulate copy of draft consultation 
plan 
 
Account for cross-functional comments; ensure 
approval and agreement by RMT 
August 2003 
 
2 
 
External interest groups: 
AEG, Plym fishing clubs, 
riparian owners, Forest 
Enterprise, SWRA, 
Westcountry Rivers Trust, 
SWLT, SWW, Cornwall Area 
Fisheries Forum, RFERAC  
 
Press releases and circulation of 
consultation plan to known contacts 
 
 Raise awareness of and publicise consultation 
process 
 Provide opportunity for all interests to review and 
comment 
 
September 
2003 
 
3 
 
Review feedback. redraft plan 
and extend/amend 
responsibilities section 
 
Project team 
 
Account for external comment; accommodate 
accepted new issues and proposals for actions 
September 
2003 
4 
Respondents  
and interested parties 
Consultation meeting Finalise issues and actions for Final Plan September 
2003 
 
5 
 
All groups 
 
Submit final plan to all groups and 
publish 
 
Final endorsement; achieve wide-ranging awareness of 
plan and commitment to it 
September 
2003 
 
 
AEG: Area Environment Group; NSG: National Salmon Group; RFERAC: Regional Fisheries, Ecology and Recreation Advisory 
Committee;WLT: South West Lakes Trust; SWRA: South West Rivers Association; SWW: South West Water; RMT: Regional Management 
Team (Environment Agency) 
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PART 10. APPENDICES 
APPENDIX (1) Setting Conservation Limits (CL) and Assessing compliance.  
 
Setting the Conservation Limit  
 
CLs for salmon stocks in England and Wales have been derived using the ‘transportation’ 
model of Wyatt and Barnard (1997). This uses or ‘transports’ information from the Bush S-R 
curve to define part of the S-R relationship for rivers in England and Wales (e.g. the initial 
gradient of the curve) but also utilises river-specific data to estimate juvenile production (or 
the height of the curve).  
 
The height of the S-R curve (or smolt ‘carrying capacity’ of the river) is predicted using two 
catchment variables: altitude and stream order. (The latter is a measure of the number and 
size of individual streams contributing to the drainage network).  This prediction requires the 
following: 
 
(i) Use of a 1:250,000 GIS (Geographical Information System) to partition the entire 
length of river into a series of altitude x stream order (or ‘reach’) classes. These data 
are refined using local knowledge so that only stream lengths accessible to salmon are 
included. 
 
(ii) Estimates of mean width, which combine with stream lengths (above) to determine 
the wetted area of each ‘reach’ class. Default widths are available but are also refined 
using local knowledge. 
 
(iii) Mean salmon fry and salmon parr densities – assigned to each reach class and taken 
from a national data set assumed to represent juvenile production at pristine sites 
where recruitment was not limiting.  
 
In general terms, higher altitude and lower stream order (smaller) streams tend to be the most 
productive for juvenile salmon so that catchments with a relatively high proportion of this 
type of habitat will tend to have the greater carrying capacities (smolts per unit area) and 
higher CLs (eggs per unit area). 
  
The replacement line (i.e. conversion from smolts to eggs) is defined using the following 
information: 
  
(i) Default estimates of marine survival (back to homewaters) of 11% for 1SW fish 
(grilse) and 5% for MSW salmon (based on the best current survival rates reported on 
British and Irish rivers). An estimate of overall survival is produced from these 
defaults and is weighted by the % of grilse in the stock (see Table 18 for the values 
used on the River Plym) 
 
(ii) Estimates of the % females and mean fecundity (eggs per female). The latter is 
dependent on the average size of returning fish and a standard size-fecundity 
relationship (see Table 18 for the values used on the River Plym). 
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Assessing compliance (egg deposition estimates) 
 
In the absence of direct measures of the number of adult fish returning to a river (e.g. derived 
from traps or counters), standard procedures are available to estimate run size and spawning 
escapement: 
 
 Declared rod catches of killed fish are raised by an estimate of the catch declaration rate 
to derive a figure for Total catch. Declaration rates are assumed to have been 91% across 
all regions in recent years. 
 
 The Total rod catches are split into 1SW and MSW fish on the basis of default or local 
age-weight keys.  
 
 An estimate of angling exploitation (i.e. the proportion of the annual run caught by rod 
and line) is derived for 1SW and MSW fish using a standard model to predict exploitation 
from the fishing effort expended in each catchment. Dividing the total rod catch by the 
rod exploitation rate gives an estimate of run size prior to the rod fishery. 
 
Losses are deducted from this run estimate to determine the number of fish escaping to 
spawn. Deductions include fish lost to the rod fishery (with a correction for catch-and-
release) and losses to other sources post-rod fishery (default loss = 9%). 
 
Default procedures to estimate sex composition are used in the absence of river-specific data. 
Mean fecundity per female is based on size composition data (normally from rod catch 
returns) and a standard size-fecundity relationship. These figures are combined with estimates 
of spawning escapement to determine total egg deposition. 
 
Table 18 below summarises procedures used to derive egg deposition estimates on the Plym 
in the last 10 years. 
 
Table 18 - Egg deposition estimates for the River Plym, 1993-2002 
 
Year Declared 
rod catch 
Total rod  
Catch * 
Estimated 
proportion of 
Grilse ** 
Precautionary 
% Rod 
exploitation 
Estimated 
no. of 
grilse 
spawners 
*** 
Grilse  
egg 
deposition 
Estimated 
no. of 
MSW 
spawners 
MSW  
egg 
deposition 
Total egg 
deposition 
(including 
released 
salmon) 
1993 28 53 0.845 18% 212 601,708 26 122,982 743,644 
1994 63 69 0.825 18% 271 769,839 38 181,955 993,707 
1995 35 38 0.909 18% 166 471,235 11 52,565 547,648 
1996 40 44 0.834 18% 174 494,119 23 109,585 617,598 
1997 28 31 0.870 18% 127 360,813 13 60,074 426,321 
1998 23 25 0.862 18% 104 293,657 11 52,383 384,269 
1999 11 12 0.909 18% 52 148,102 3 16,520 183,172 
2000 19 21 0.821 18% 81 231,048 12 56,130 315,188 
2001 13 14 0.769 18% 52 148,073 10 49,561 226,539 
2002 19 21 0.830 18% 82 233,581 11 53,307 314,744 
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KEY: 
 
1993 - 2002. Salmon run estimates calculated using precautionary rod exploitation rate of 
18%. 
 
* = Declared rod catch raised to estimate Total rod catch; by 1/ 0.53 = 1.90 in 1993 and        
1/ 0.90 = 1.1 in 1994 - 02. Due to a low catch return rate in 1993, the proportion of the catch 
declared was low. Catch return rates increased substantially from 1994 onwards as catch 
reminders were sent out, leading to a much higher proportion of catch declared. 
 
** = Date of salmon capture and weight are used to estimate the proportion of Grilse to MSW 
salmon present within the annual run. Data compared to Chester trap records  (River Dee). 
 
*** = Number of grilse spawners = (Adult estimated grilse run - Total grilse rod catch) x (1-
0.09); where 0.09 is the estimate of post rod fishery mortality. The estimate of grilse and 
MSW spawners includes caught and released fish. 
 
 
Other parameters used to calculate the above egg deposition estimates: 
 
% female Grilse = 56.9%, Grilse fecundity = Average of 4983 eggs/fish 
 
% female MSW = 68.7%, MSW fecundity = Average of 6974 eggs/fish 
 
1993 – 2002 Proportion of Grilse to MSW salmon based on rod catch returns. Mean: 1993 – 
2002 = 0.85 grilse to 0.15 MSW salmon.  
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APPENDIX (2) Limiting factors in the marine phase of the salmon life cycle 
 
Marine Phase 
Advice to NASCO suggests that the current period of low returns of salmon is strongly 
influenced by factors in the marine environment.  For some stocks, marine mortality is 
currently twice as high as in the 1970s. (Ó Maoiléidgh, 2002). The stock of the North Esk in 
Scotland is one such example. (see table in ICES 2002 for the period 1981 onward) 
 
Many factors may affect marine mortality including environmental changes, diseases and 
parasites, predation, pollution, competition, availability of food, exploitation (including by-
catch in fisheries for other species) and freshwater factors which subsequently influence 
survival in the ocean. These factors, operating alone or in combination, may affect mortality 
and life history responses such as age at maturity. (NASCO, 2002) 
 
NASCO has recently established an International Co-operative Salmon Research programme 
to further understanding of the factors affecting salmon at sea. (NASCO, 2002) 
 
Marine survival of salmon depends on both natural mortality and marine fisheries. Marine 
fisheries targeted at salmon have declined markedly in recent years.  Poor marine survival is 
thought to be due primarily to increased natural mortality. It should be noted that the marine 
phase of the life cycle of a salmon is largely outside of the control of the Environment 
Agency.   
 
Natural Mortality 
Changes in  ocean climate are considered to be a factor in determining natural mortality but  
the exact mechanism is not clearly understood. There is some evidence emerging that sea 
temperatures affect migration speeds and routes and can affect the extent to which migrating 
salmon are killed by predators, as well as having more indirect effects on food availability (Ó 
Maoiléidgh, 2002). The abundance at sea of salmon which would return as Multi-Sea-Winter 
(MSW) fish is related to the availability of ocean at temperatures  preferred by salmon (6-
8

C). The amount of such suitable thermal habitat was lower in the 1980s and 1990s than 
during the 1970s (Reddin and Friedland, 1996). While marine conditions for salmon have 
shown some improvement in recent years - in terms of more sea area with optimum 
temperatures - it appears that the expected response from the stocks to this increase has been 
slow or has not yet occurred. (Ó Maoiléidgh, 2002).   
 
Greenland Fishery 
There has been a net fishery on the west coast of Greenland since the 1960s.  Catches peaked 
in 1971 at 2689 tonnes. Since 1976, only Greenlandic vessels fish this area and since 1984 a 
quota agreed at NASCO has usually limited the catch.  These quota reductions have been 
significant since the late 1980s and as a result of this and buy outs in 1993 and 1994, 
exploitation of potential MSW fish is believed to have fallen to very low levels. 
 
Quotas since 1993 have been related to estimates of the pre fishery abundance of salmon. 
Between 1998 and 2000 (inclusive), the allowable catch was limited to internal consumption 
only, estimated at 20 tonnes.  
 
In 2001 and 2002, an ad hoc management programme was agreed at NASCO where the 
allowable catch, within a given range, is determined on the basis of three distinct periods, 
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with the continuation of the fishery in later periods dependent on sufficiently high Catch Per 
Unit Effort (CPUE) in previous ones. This is designed to respond in real time to the 
abundance of salmon and resulted in a quota of 114 tonnes in 2001, although the total 
recorded catch was only 34.5 tonnes.  An additional 8 tonnes of “private sales” was also 
reported. (CEFAS and Environment Agency 2001) 
 
However, in August 2002, commercial fishermen in West Greenland signed a five-year 
agreement with the North Atlantic Salmon Fund (NASF) suspending all commercial salmon 
fishing and allowing only an annual subsistence harvest. 
 
The importance of the West Greenland fishery is that it exploits only salmon that would have 
returned to Europe or North America as MSW fish.  Prior to recent negotiated reductions in 
the quota for this fishery, the exploitation rate on the MSW component of English and Welsh 
stocks was estimated to be in the region of 10-20% (Russell and Potter 1996).  In 1998, when 
only a subsistence quota was allowed which amounted to 11 tonnes, only 2-3 tonnes were 
probably European origin, mostly from the UK and Ireland.  
 
Current levels of exploitation of English and Welsh MSW salmon by this fishery are 
therefore at very low levels.  
 
Faroes Fishery 
Also developed in the 1960s, this fishery uses long–lines and exploits both grilse and MSW 
salmon of mainly northern European (Scandinavia, especially Norway, Scotland and Russia) 
origin. The catch peaked at 1027 tonnes in 1981. Between 1991 and 1998, the Faroes quota 
agreed at NASCO was bought out by the NASF, although the Faroes Government continued 
sampling through a research fishery within the 200 mile economic zone taking up to 23 
tonnes per year. 
 
Prior to these buyouts, tag recoveries indicated that exploitation of salmon of English or 
Welsh origin was very low, perhaps 1% (Russell and Potter 1996). 
 
In 1999 no fishing occurred (although a quota were set by NASCO), but in 2000 one vessel 
fished 8 tonnes. Since 2000, no quota has been set by NASCO.  Instead, the Faroes 
Government is managing the fishery in a precautionary manner and with a view to 
sustainability. There were no reported landings in 2001 or the spring of 2002. 
 
Currently, exploitation of salmon originating from England and Wales has been negligible for 
some years.  
 
Ireland Fishery 
The reported catch of salmon in Ireland increased from about 700 tonnes in the 1960s to a 
peak of over 2000 tonnes in the mid 1970s.  This coincided with the expansion of a coastal 
drift net fishery. In 1997, new regulations were introduced to restrict fishing to daylight hours 
within 6 miles of the coast and delaying the start of drift netting until 1 June.  
 
Tagging studies indicated that, prior to these regulations, the Irish drift nets took a significant 
though variable proportion of the stock destined for Welsh and English rivers.  Exploitation 
rates for North East England stocks were low (~1%) but higher (~5-10 %) for rivers in the 
North West and Wales and perhaps 10-20% for rivers on the south coast of England.  
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More recent unpublished data suggests that levels of exploitation have been significantly 
reduced (believed to be by at least 50%) following the introduction of management measures 
in Ireland in 1997.  (CEFAS and Environment Agency 2003) 
 
Commercial salmon quotas operated within the 17 Fishery Districts in Ireland during 2002 
and the total annual quota was a 7.4% decrease on the number of salmon caught in 2001 by 
netsmen. It is not clear what further reduction in quota will be made in the future. The impact 
of the Irish drift net fishery on Southern European salmon stocks, including those of England 
and Wales, remains a source of concern and has been raised with the Irish Government. 
 
International Fishery 
An unregulated high seas fishery has, at least in the past, operated in international waters by 
ships flagged to countries that are not signatories to the NASCO convention. In 1995, annual 
catches were thought to have been 25 to 100 tonnes, comprising predominantly European 
stocks.  Diplomatic efforts by NASCO were made to restrict these catches.  There is no 
evidence that this fishery still operates, although surveillance has been limited. 
 
Other homewater fisheries 
Few tags of English and Welsh origin have been returned from homewater fisheries in 
Northern Ireland and Scotland.  The exploitation rates of English and Welsh salmon in these 
fisheries have not been estimated but are thought to be low (CEFAS and Environment 
Agency 2001) 
 
Impact of fisheries for other species 
The potential catch of salmon post smolts in marine fisheries (including those for sandeels 
and mackerel) continues to be a matter of concern. Information provided by ICES to 
NASCO, based on results of special fishing experiments for post smolts conducted in the 
Norwegian sea, indicates that by-catches of salmon in the mackerel fishery could potentially 
be large and are a concern. The Council has referred the question of whether this fishery 
poses a threat to salmon stocks to the Board of the International Co-operative Salmon 
Research Programme. (NASCO, 2002) 
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PART 11. GLOSSARY 
 
Accessible habitat: The total area of the catchment accessible to adult salmon. 
 
Alevins: Juvenile salmon during the life stage between hatching and absorption of the yolk 
sac, whereupon they become free swimming and are then referred to as fry. 
 
Broodstock: Adult salmon removed from the river catchment, to provide eggs/ sperm, to 
produce artificially reared juveniles. 
 
CAP: Common Agricultural Policy 
 
CEFAS: The Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquatic Science, formally known as the 
Directorate of Fisheries Research (DFR) section of MAFF. Involved with salmon research 
and data collation at national and international levels. 
 
CPLD: Catch per Licence Day. This is calculated using the catch data and number of days 
fished recorded by anglers on their licence returns. The total number of fish caught is divided 
by the number of days fished. This statistic is comparable on a yearly basis and is essentially, 
a measure of fishing success, i.e. number of fish caught per unit of effort applied. 
 
DEFRA: Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs  
 
Exploitation: Removal of stock through legal/ illegal fishing. 
 
EC/EU: European Community/ European Union. As members of the EC/EU we are obliged 
to act upon European law, issued in the form of Directives. 
 
EC Dangerous Substances Directive: The EC Directive on pollution caused by certain 
substances discharged in the aquatic environment of the community (76/464/EEC) protects 
the water environment by controlling discharges to rivers, estuaries and coastal waters. 
 
EC Freshwater Fish Directive: The EC Directive on the quality of waters needing 
protection or improvement in order to support fish life (78/659/EEC) ensures that water 
quality in designated stretches is suitable for supporting certain types of fish (Salmonids in 
the case of the designated stretches of the Plym). 
 
Egg box scheme: A small scale juvenile fish enhancement scheme initiated to promote 
conservation within the angling community. Rod caught fish are donated to a holding facility, 
where their eggs are then placed in a riverside hatching box prior to release.  
 
Escapement: The fish stock remaining after exploitation. 
 
Fecundity: The total number of eggs produced by one mature female. 
 
Fry: Juvenile life stage between alevins and parr, where the alevin becomes free-swimming 
and actively hunts for food. 
 
FTE: Full Time Equivalent - Equates to one full time member of staff 
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GIA:  Grant In Aid.  
 
GIS: Geographic Information System, a computer programme used to estimate river channel 
lengths/ width from high-resolution digital maps. 
 
ICES: International Council for the Exploration of the Seas. The mission of ICES is to 
collate, research and report data on the international status of salmon stocks. 
 
Kelt: Adult salmonid that has spawned. 
 
 
 10. Salmon kelt, River Meavy. 
 
MBAL: Minimum Biologically Acceptable Level. Defines, from a stock- recruitment curve, 
that level of spawning which maximises the sustainable catch (total catch, comprising all 
marine and freshwater fisheries). 
 
NASCO: North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation 
 
Parr: Juvenile life stage, following fry stage, where the fish exhibit characteristic darker oval 
marks (known as parr marks) upon their flanks 
 
RE1, RE2: The targets for managing water quality are known as River Quality Objectives 
(RQOs); these are based on the River Ecosystem (RE) classification scheme. RE1 (the 
highest class) is described as water of very good quality suitable for all fish species, and RE2 
is water of good quality suitable for all fish species. 
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Redd: Salmonid ‘nest’ in riverbed. Dug out of gravel/stony beds by spawning adults, with 
the eggs deposited in the subsequent depression and then covered by further gravel and 
stones. 
 
RQO: River Quality Objective 
 
Run: The number of adult salmon ascending, or smolts descending, a given river in a given 
year. 
 
Set Aside: Data can be “set aside” by a provision of the River Ecosystem reporting procedure 
and is used in exceptional conditions. This means that some or all of the results of a particular 
determinand will not be taken into account when assessing compliance with standard, for 
example, determinands reflecting areas of known historic mining activity, high acidity or 
high natural enrichment. This allows the protection of good water quality that is displayed by 
other parameters in the classification.  
There are similar provisions within EU Directives where naturally occurring influences can 
have waivers applied for, when reporting compliance. This allows waters to be reported as 
compliant with the other determinands as there is no reasonable action that can be taken to 
secure improvements in the determinand in question. 
 
School peal: Sea trout smolts which left freshwater for the sea in the spring and are returning 
to freshwater a few months later. These are known as school peal in the South West. These 
fish are generally between 12oz and 1lb in weight.  
 
Siltation: Deposition of waterborne suspended solids in/on the riverbed. Siltation blocks gaps 
between substrate particles, preventing the through passage of water, necessary for egg 
survival. 
 
Smolt: Life stage between freshwater parr and seawater ‘adult’ phase, where parr undergo a 
process of pre-adaptation to a saltwater environment. As a part of this process, smolts acquire 
a characteristic silver appearance, similar to adult salmon, prior to migration down river and 
out to sea. 
 
Substrate: The composition of the riverbed. 
 
SWW: South West Water Ltd 
 
‘Tripper’ dams: Temporary boulder weirs created by visitors across the river for recreation. 
If substantial these can cause migration problems for fish. 
 
The Agency: The Environment Agency, successors to the National Rivers Authority (NRA). 
 
WRc: Water Research council. 
 
WRT: Westcountry Rivers Trust 
 
Year class: The population of salmon, of all life stages, resulting from one year's spawning. 
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